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New Senate
members meet

Smith Hall will soon be losing, among other things, its own hall director. (Eric Andrews
photo)

Hall faces uncertainty
By Tracy Henzel ·
Smith Hall is lying in a sea
of uncertainty. The future of the
long-established quality programming associated with
Smith Hall will undergo a
difficult test next fall when a
new director takes over the
building.
According to Laurie Horton,
student senator and Smith Hall
resident, an assistant part-time
position will replace the current
full-time position of hall director.
The assistant will work under
the auspices of the full-time
mini-dorm resident hall director. Horton said she believes
chis assistant position will be
inadequate.
The current full-time Smith
Hall director, according to Horton, puts in more than the

required 40 hours a week. The
assistant director will only be
required to work 20 hours a
week.
"We're worried about programming ... it's a big commitment. We ne~d a full time
direccor to act as a liasion to the
administration," Horton said.
A part-time director doesn't fie
the bill.
According to Horton, Scott
Chesney, director of residential
programming, has told them
there is nothing he can do to
change the decision.
Chesney will address the hall
on Thursday.
·
Residents are also concerned
about the future of the hall
continuity.
Smith Hall is slated for extensive future renovations. This
will result in the displacement

of all Smith HalJ residents
during the renovation period.
Smith Hall will not undergo
renovations unitl the new housing complex has been completed.
Dean Sanborn (associate vice
president and Dean of student
affairs) has -promised residents
that "every effort" will be taken
to place residents
together in
1
the new complex, said Horton.
The residents of Smith Hall
are still uncertain of their fate.
Students communicated their
concerns to UNH President
Gordon Haaland in a Smith Hall
meeting last Thrusday.
"The key issue of this building
(Smith Hall) is its structure, not
its function right now," said
Haaland.
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By Melissa Bane
On May 1, 1989 the UNH
Student Senate met for their
first meeting with their newly
elected executive board and
members for the upcoming
semester.
Each member of the Student
Senate and che ·srudenc chairs
is a new member with the
exception of Alex Weill , who
is returning for the second year
in a row as the senate representative for academic affairs.
The new chairs consist of
Kelly Jenkins - stu·dent life, Sally
Lange - commuter and greek
affairs, Kim Varney health/human services, Matt
Combs - residential programming/housing, Frank Gifford
- judicial affairs, John Garthweight - student activities f p:
council, Jay Brown and Al Dobron - new representatives to
students for the university, and
'Nancy Valerio - town council
representative.
The ~ewly elected executive
members are Mike Desmarais
and Chris Sterndale, as Student
Body President and Student
Body Vice President.
The other members are Thom as Hay as the new business
manager, Ann Marie Elek as
executive officer, Bech Clark as
parliamentarian, and Ted Grimbalis as the new speaker.
The Senate as a whole has
over 40 new members. Its new
chairs and executive board
members have some strong
goals set for this next semester.
"We'll be working on getting
a student representative in the
State house," Parliamentarian
Bech Clark said.
As parliamentarian, Clark is
responsible for running the
student body elections and unifying the relations between the
exectuive board and the rest of .

the senate
According to Clark the senate
is hoping to place the representa ci ve before next biennium
budget. "We won't have to go
up and make ourselves known
because we'll already be there
if things work out."
Another goal discu.ssed by
Clark was a voting position for
the new town council representative.
There is also inceres t in
getting the commuters more
involved in campus activities.
"There is a huge gap (between
commuters and on campus activities)," said Clark.
Some personal goals for Clark
as the new parliamentarian
include "a new closeness" between the executive committee
and the other senators. 'Td like
,to see both groups brought
closer, quicker." Clark expressed
great enthusiasm to work with
the new chairs.
Like Clark, many ocher executives and chair members will
be staying in Durham for the
summer.
Newly elected Business Manager Thomas Hay, a former
· commuter senator said that the
only way he could gee things
done for the senate was if he
was stayed in Durham chis
summer.
Hay's particular interest is
focused on the summer project
of the shuttle caravan. Hay will
be working with Sally Lange to
see how much need there is for
the shuttle and if so, how to
continue running it.
The spirit of the new senate
can really be seen in newlyelecced Ted Grimbalis' enthusiasm. Grimbalis likes to speak .
and run things smoothly, and
with that attitude the senate
meetings will be off to a great
start.

Benefit dinner for
dayc~re center
By Susan Flynn
New carpeting, a disc drive
for their computer, and new
computer cartridges are a few
of the things the Forest Park
Daycare Center is lacking.
But, with help from a little
pasta, their luck may soon be
changing.
Last night at the Undergraduate Apartment Complex a
lasagna dinner, supplied by
Dover's Shop and Save, to
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benefit the daycare center fed
120 people and raised close to
$600.
Tickets were sold at $5 each,
and the organizers were extremely pleased with the turnout.
According co Jim Swingle, a
member on the board of directors at the daycare, the center
is completely a non-profit or-
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LAPHOS -- eight big pages of
pure chewing satisfaction!
ATO brothers participated in their second annual Wall-a-thon for Muscular Dystrophy this

.

Sunday. (Ben Frazier photo)
,
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Concrete canoe team sinks rivals while it wins big
By R. Scott Nelson
Members of the UNH Civil
Engineering department may
have been studying a little too
hard, or having a few too many
beers, or maybe both.
Why in the world would they
try to build a canoe out of
concrett>?
The 12 students who worked
on the cement craft, affection- ·
ately dubbed "Booze Crews,"aren't as crazy as you might think.
The thing actually floats. At the
Second Annual National Concrete Canoe Competition next
month at Texas Tech. U niversity, there will be up to $5000
_ in scholarship ca~h to be won.
The voluntary design and
construction of the canoe provides undergraduate engineering sJudents with the opportunity to put to work some of the
principles they've learned at
UNH.
The "Booze Crews" was made
from. a special, lightweight
concrete mixture spread inside
a mold over a wire mesh framework. After drying, the boat's
surface was treated with a filler,
sanded thoroughly and painted.
UNH Senior Steve Palmer,
project spokesman, said, "Concrete doesn't sound like it can
be very innovative, but it really
can."
"We have a secret ingredient .
this year," Palmer added. "We
rubbed Sambuka into the canoe
· after it spilled while we were
drinking."
The UNH engineers earned
the national berth by winning
the New England Regional
competition, hosted by Norwich

University in Vermont on April
22. Many prestigious engineer-

ing schools participated in the
race, including MIT, Tufts and
the University of Massachusserrs.
This is the fifteenth year the
UNH chapter of the American
Society of Civil Engineers has
competed against other New
England colleges for the bestbuilt canoe. Last year, they also
won, with their boat "Screamin'
Seamen."
According to Palmer, the 17foot-long, 125 pound "Booze
Crews"Dominated the regional
event this year with its improved construction, winning
10 design awards and all six
races.
Greg H•ll, another UNH
senior who worked on the canoe,
said of the races, "Put it this way,
they didn't have to get out the
calculator after it was over to
figure out who the winner was."
The overall title of each
competition is determined by
the best combination of design,
construction, appearance and
race results. Six races take place
during the event: men's and
women's long distance (oneand-a-half miles), men's and
women's sprint (200 meters),
and a mixed sprint of one man
.
and one woman.
At the regional competiton,
there were also faculty races and
a "novelty" race in which spectators can pile into the canoe.
Palmer said the project has
been funded completely by
contributions. The UNH volunteer group is currently trying
to raise appr~ximately $3000

in travel expenses for this year's
trip to Texas, he said.
Although the project was a
student effort, Hill said the
group received a great deal of
support from UNH Professors
of Civil Engineering David
Gress, Taylor Eighmy and Nancy Kinnear.
"They helped us with funding
and with finding a place to
work," Hill said, adding that
"they also took us all out to lunch
after we won the regional."
UNH Junior Kristin Pat-

neaude, designer of the "Booz
Crews," said the 12 volunteer
members put over 500 hours
into the project this semester.
"We put every weekend we
had into that thing," Patneaude
said.
Palmer agreed, saying, "I
probably put more time into this
canoe than any of my classes,
But it was worth it because it
was a real team effort."
According to UNH Senior
Bill Kimball, the group was
forced to move the project off

campus when the fumes from
the concrete fill er they were
using spread through Kingsbury's ventilation system.
"The fire department came
and said the Bondo filler fumes
were hazardous," Kimball said.
"So we had to finish construction out at the wastewater
treatment plant."
The UNH engineers are confident about their chances at this
year's national meet, June 23-
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.fhe concrete canoe crew proudly display their numerous trophies.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Panamanians vote
The opposition party claimed victory in the
Panamanian presidential elections, forf illing the
wishes of the United States to uost General Manuel
Antonio Noruega. The opposition believed that
a pattern of Fraud was evident in the national
elections.
The opposition claims that the government
opened many precincts many hours late to facilitate
a fraud. They said that the military personnel
were voting early and often, using counterfit
identification cards.
The winning party is the Coalition of National
Liberation, lead by Mr. Andera, the coalition
bearer.

U .S and Soviets
explore space
American and Soviet space officials and
scientists are collaborating on exploration of the
planets. Soviet scientists are participating for
the first time in an American planetary mission.
The Megellan expedition is now on the way
to Venus. It was deployed by the space shuttle
Atlantis, which is scheduled to end it's four day
mission on Monday afternoon. The Soviets
provided data for the project from their most recent
flight to Venus, and the Americans helped in
preparing radar-mapping operations.
Both governments say that this could be the
beginning of a better scientific cooperation
between the U.S and the Soviet Union. The
Megellan expedition is the result of a bilateral
agreement, signed in April 1987.
After several meetings in Moscow and Washington over the last two years, arrangements are almost
complete for other joint space ventures.

North fights
the verdict

Problems eased
from AIDS

Oliver North says his conviction on three
felonies in the Iran-Contra affair will eventually
be overturned. North already lost his $23, 100a-year Marine pension as soon as the jury delivered
it's verdict Thursday.
Ex-President Reagen declined to comment after
the man he once called a national hero was found
guilty. North was acquitted of nine of the 12
criminal charges against him.
Oliver North, to be sentenced June 23 by the
U.S district Judge Gerhard A. Gesell, faces a
maximum of 10 years in prison and $750,000 in
fines.

A psychiatric researcher says that the mental
and emotional pains experienced from aids have
been lessened after patients in a new study took
the anti-hyperactivity drug Ritalin.
97 patients took the drug in San Fransisco, and
of them 76 percent showed improvement in energy,
vigor and mood. 60% improved in areas like
reaction time, information processing, speed and
long-term memory.
Dr Fransisco Hernandez, a researcher of this
study, emphasized that Ritalin is not a cure for
AIDS, but rather a helpful treatment for problems
that occur when AIDS attacks the brain. These
problems include moods swings, confusion,
apathy, de-ression and anxiety.

Education considered
a criminal act for Arabs
"I put my books in a bag wrapped with papers
so maybe the army will think it's fruit," said a
Bir Zeit University student in the Isreal-Occupied
West Bank. The Isreal authorities have kept West
Bank schools and universities closed for more
than 16 months. As a result, clandestine universities like Bir Zei t in the West Bank and Gaza
Strip, are the only things available.
Isreali officials say the schools must stay closed
because the minute they are opened they become
a breeding ground for political unrest.
Palestinians are enraged, for they have always
been proud of having one of the highest levels
of education of any group in the Arab World.
For younger students, almost nothing is allowed,
creating fears of illiteracy if the closings remain.
The United Nations has decided to start a home
teaching program for first, second and third
graders.

Strikes and crime
in Rio de Janeiro
In recent weeks, teachers, bank guards, bank
workers and subway workers have struck, demanding wage increases to keep up to pace with
prices in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The prices have
_jumped 100 percent since January.
Civilian police were marching behind the trucks
and strike banners.
Rio de Janeiro has also experienced a crime
wave, with 528 murders in April alone. On April
23, 37 murders were recorded in one day.
Many murderers are tied to Brazil's drug trade.
On April 28, in Florida, a ton a cocaine was
believed to have been unloaded coming from Rio.
This year is the election year, and some
candidates have shown their determination to
solve all the nation's problems.
j
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TKE brother Andy Smith has been living out of a car since
photo)

By Terri Danisevich
Finally! Its almost over.
Another semester will be behind
us in a matter of days. For those
of you who haven't yet tuned
into your surroundings, and for
those of you who have, but
forgot what went on and would
like to be reminded, here's a
special wrap-up of what spring
brought UNH.
J anuary--A letter from Eric
Scites, Bret Clemons and Elizabeth Cote was submitted to
UNH President, Gordon Haaland, detailing their "MUB Pub
Club" proposal. Haaland and
the rest of the administration
·e ventually rejected it in April.
The trio hasn't given up, however, ... stay tuned next year.
J anuary--The UNH budget
his eviction.(Shar on Donovan
this year suffered a loss of
for
.
$ 1. 1 million due to a state
ordered cutback, sparking a
university-wide moratorium on
spending. Among other newlycreated frugalities, this measure
cut revenue to housekeeping
happened during the three services, causing faculty to
hours after the eviction notice.
empty their own trash-baskets.
According to Cindy GarthwaJanuary--We still hadn't reite, conduct board officer, it's
any snow.
ceived
the administration's belief chat
February--The New Hampbetween 5-8 p.m. on that fateful shire, as part of a campus-wide
Thursday night the "real severe promotion of sexual awareness
damage was done" to the house.
and safe-sex, inserted a free
They are trying to find out who condom in every copy of the
did the damage and why it was
February 21st issue. Nackey
done.
Loeb, publisher ofThe Manchesby
Letters are being sent out
Union Leader, wrote in a
ter
the administration t set up a · lacer editorial that she believed
occu~ecing with the former
the "university should have no
TKE, page 6
in promoting any sex, safe

TKE broth ers find new home s
By Richard Fawcett
· Ex-fraternity members and
boarders who had resided in the
former Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternity are doing their best
to finish their academic year
afrer being evicted from their
home on April 28.
Without advanced warning
these students managed to find
housing with friends or family
on and off campus. Students are
now living in towns from Durham to Rochester.
One former fraternity broth~Jeff Lord, is commuting from

Osipee, NH, which is a half hour
drive from Durham. When he
first learned of the eviction he
immediately began to "pick-up
quick" because only he and the
other brothers were only given
three hour's notice to move out.
Lord said he was "expecting
it," but not until the end of the
semester.
TKE has lost its priveleges
as a student organization until
1992 last February.
Evicted students are be.i ng
sought by the university adminis tra t ion co determine what

•
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or o therwise, outside of mar riage ." She missed the point,
but the condoms covered the
issue.
February--A group of UNH
students descended upon the
New Hampshire state house in
Concord to show their support
for a bill chat would declare
Marcin Luther King's birthday
a state holiday. NH is one of six
states that do not celebrate the
day. This isn't something to be
proud of. The bill eventually
failed.
February--Rich ard St. Jean,
his job at Stillings terminated
for supposed poor job performance, decided to demonstrate
his predicament by stripping
down to his bathing ,suit under
the flag pole in front of T-Hall.
Although there was not much
snow, it was still cold out there.
And St. Jean did not get his job
back.
February--V alencine' s day
rolled around and the first issue
of Laphos appeared, a mere
appetizer for the strenuous and
shocking eight pages it would
eventually become.
February--The Ad Hoc Committee, responsible for reassessing possible locations for the
new 600-bed residence hall,
recommended the women's
soccer field behind Siveley as
their choice for a site.
February--Gord on Haaland,
in a controversial move, announced his decision that the

MUB clubs attem pt
to fight apath y
By Kathleen Haley
Students surrounded a table
in the MUB recently where a
man was selling barrettes and
earrings. As the noontime rush
began rhe crowd grew, bur rhe
table next co it remained virtually unnoticed.
Behind th a t table sat Flo
Reed, a member of the Committee on Central America (COCA) .
Ir wa s her turn to sit at the
information table where flyers,
books , buttons , and bumpe r
stickers were displayed as part
of Central American Awareness
Week.
Ir had been a difficult week
for Reed, who was in her third
and final day of fasting to raise
money to help people in Central
America. She and ocher students
who were fasting were supposed
to live in rents in front of the
MUB, bur high winds had blown
them down before the first day
of fasting had ended. It was
probably for the best, Reed
explained, because they didn't
have enough people to occupy
the rents every night anyway.
No one showed up for the
videos they were showing char
day and the the weather forecast
for Sunday's outdoor music fest
was not looking good. They
needed 300 people at the concert
just to break even. If it didn't
work out, the money would have
to come out of their own
pockets.
The problems that Reed experienced during that week were
not uncommon to those encountered by other student organck -0f int€H}~ an<J.
•1z.ar · ns
dedining membershrp h a V'f;

become a reality that student
acrivitists at UNH are learning
to cope with.
"You have co acceJ?t it because
you won't have any friends if
you don 't," Reed said of the lack
of student icneresc. In her three
years at UNH she has seen a
definite decline in interest and
attend a nce at events. She has
also seen many active people
drop o ut fo the Progressive
Student Network (PSN ), of
which she is a member, because
they have "just burnt out," she
said.
For Reed, p e rsever a nce
comes form her belief in a cause.
"I can't give up," she said. 'Td
just feel coo guilty if I wasn't
spending some time on these
issues."
She has been called a freak
and a communist and has had
bortles thrown at her, all in the
name of a cause. Some people
have said that she and ocher
members of the PSN are willing
to pr.otest anyrh ing, but she
disagrees.
"It's just that it is the same
people who are cncerned about
the problems," Reed said . "It's
not chat we enjoy protesting,
it's just chat we ' re concerned
for ~omerhing ocher than our
own lives."
The PSN is an umbrella
organization which includes
COCA , Gaia, the Campus
Gay /Lesbian/Bisexu al Alliance,
People for a Free South Africa,
the Women's Aw areness group,
the the Student Action Committee. Many people assume that
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--SBVP Chris Sterndale and SBP Mike Desmarais presided over their first official senate meeting.
(File photo)
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SBP/VP assum e sena te helm

legislature, and gaining greater
By Terri Danisevich
sen~te control over use of the
The Student Body presidential administration of Mike student services fee.
Desmarais and Chris Sterndale - Sterndale said he was pleased
the senate gave its "blessing"
took their newly-elected posicion at the helm of the Student to their proposal to restructure
Senate for the first time Sunday the campus shuttle as only a
system connecting the campus
night.
"Things went very well," said to parking lots, and no longer
·
student senator Andrew Garn- as a "taxi service."
The new senate also passed
ble. "They are well organized."
According to SBVP Chris a $90,000 budget for the mainScerndale, major issues he and tenance of shuttle and Kari-van
Desmarais will investigate chis routes
Other items on the student
summer include the reexamination of the campus senate agenda included the
shuttle system, the possibility approval of a $59 Student AcQf ~rearing a student lqbbyisc _ tiyicy fee and the apointment
a.££ i;v. .u ,11
.J_. "".J A A'tfIY ,-page -6.J _pasi-rieH-iA the New H ampshire • ..of Ju · .Ra.rba.r

"Fresh Scare" intern this
summer.
All of the remaining senate
chairpersons nominatated by
Desmarais and Sterndale were
approved by a senate majority
Sunday night and assumed their
positions immediately, said
Jonathon Garthwaite, student
activity fee chairperson.
Garthwaite gained control of
his office last Tuesday, after
senate approval during its April
28 meeting.
According to Kelly Jenkins,
student life chairperson, the
meeting was basically an introduccion_f9r all new senators apd
hai ersons

/
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What about concrete?

/ .H
/ / J

"They say Jimmy Hoffa is
buried under two to three tons
of it at JFK International
.Airport. "

''Some minds are like concrete,
· all mixed up and permanently
set."

"It reminds me of my childhood
when I used to sharpen my
popsicle sticks on it. "
·

Nadya Bagdasarian

Rick La,nge

Freshman

Senior

Lisa Lovezzola

Chris Doubek

Junior

Senior
. _Philosophy
Theater

"It would be cleaner, there
wouldn't be any mud when it
· rains. And I like to write my
initials in it when it is wet. "

Business
Business Admin.
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Stress relieve r the dirty way
turned out the sun was partially
shining and the air was warm.
"A bunch of dedicated guys.
from the third floor cc131e down
and pleaded with me to let the
event go on," said Miller.
. Miller's response to the plea
was hesitant because she wasn't
sure if enough people were
going to participate. "The guys
practically begged so I gave into
their request."
"We were eager to have some
fun," said Freshman Dave
Proulx, one of the six guys that
helped set up the pit.
According to Proulx, setting
up the event wasn't hard. "We
just dug a ditch, placed plastic
over it, put peat moss in and
added water."
When the ditch was all set
some people were hesitant to
jump in, but once the first few
people went in~ everybody
joined in, said Proulx.
Junior Billie-Ann Gallagher
and other students from Congreve second formed a team to
wrestle against the guys from
the third. But wrestling was far
from what they did, according
to Gallagher.
"It wasn't a wrestling match;
it was just a great big pig pile,"
said Gallagher.
According tO Gallagher the
event was fun, but "a bit too
unorganized and too many peoO.K."
ple got hurt."
Sophomore Kim Roper, a
According to Miller the event
member of the second floor mud
was originally supposed· to be
cancelled due to the predicted _ wrestling team, was thrown into
the ditch. She landed awkwardly
weather conditions. But as ·it

on her shoulder and broke her
collar bone.
"When I cried to get up I felt
some pain,"said. Roper."Then
someone else jumped on me and
I knew something was wrong.
Roper believes that her accident was due to lack of control.
"It shouldn't be a free-for-all.
It's not safe that way,'"'said
Roper.
It wasn't worth a broken
collar bone, Roper said. She
thinks that she will be a spectator rather than a participator
in next year's event.
According to Roper it would
have been safer if teams were
made and people wrestled with
people their own size. "It should
be sport; not just a reckless pig
pile."
"I was pissed off when I came
back from my new apartment
, to find mud all over my door,"
said Junior Kim Armstrong, a
non-active participant in the
! mud mania. "Last year's mud
mania was a blast. It was more
, organized and people wrestled
i instead of bucking mud."
Lisa Miller said that she was
I
a little disappointed with the
the people who deliberately
made a muddy mess on the walls
· and the floors. She added that
most of the people were cooperative with the clean-up.
"I have no complaints," said
Freshman Mike Flanagan. "It
was awesorpe." It was a good
time to relax, have fun and not
worry.

By Karen McDonald
Fully dressed in her Saturday
study clothes, a pair of blue jeans
and her Syracuse basketball
sweatshirt, Sophomore Laura
Coutinho peered her head outside the second floor window
of Congreve Hall, watching the
residents jump around in a small
pit covering themselves with
mud.
But what to her wondering
eyes should appear three men
all dressed in mud wear. They
were jolly and quick and Coutinho knew in a minute that they
weren't ST. Nick.
They brought no gifts, no jam
or jelly. They picked Coutinho
up and dragged her on her belly.
The next thing she knew she
was one of the ingredients in
the mud mania stew.
Coutinho was among the
many people to be tossed into
the man-made mud pit in the
courtyard of Congreve Hall on
Saturday.
The event, sponsored by hall
council, is a tradtion of five
years, according to Congreve
Residental Hall Director Lisa
Miller.
"It's really kind of bizarre that
the university allows us to do
this," said Miller. "As long as
we are responsible and clean up
after ourselves then I guess it's

1
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CANO E~--------CO NCRE TE
from page 2)
25, as well they should be. At
the competition last year in
Michigan, they finished second
out of the 20 regional champions participating. The placing
earned the UNH undergraduate
· civil engineering department
a $2500 scholarship.
The 20 regions represent 250

(continued
of the nation's top engineering the boat, we have the crew, we
have it all."
colleges.
Hill was positive as well,
According to Palmer, the
overall title last year came down saying, "We're confident. We
have the design and constructo the last race, which they lost
by a mere six-hundredths of a tion aspect all sewn up."
"We've done hours and hours
second.
"This year we're going to . of 12 ounce curls getting ready
win," Palmer _said. "We have for this one," Palmer added.

- SMITH HALL_ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ _ _...
Residents, however, said that
their major fear lies in the
·uncertainty of being disprers.ed
and split up all throughout the
~ampus when renovations begm.

"We are concerned about the
future of Smith Hall. We want
to work positively with Sanborn
and Haaland to keep the international concept alive during
renovations," said freshman
Matt Combs.
If residents are split up during
renovations, the concept of
Smith Hall will be eliminated.

(continued from page 1)
"We won't be able to have
tutoring sessions, culture night,
international food luncheons,
America/foreign current affair
discussion night, or the annual
spring fiesta. We aren't allowed
to use the Stillings or MUB
kitchens," said Scott Daniels,
president of Smith Hall.
"This is a central loc~tion for
many important things. There's
a big support network here. You
can go five feet to get everyone
to come to one of the meetings.
If we're split up, we won't be

able to do this," pleaded Roberta
Sherman.
"Smith is the best pecause
when you come from 15,000
miles away, it's a tremendous
culture shock. The basic problem is that many students don't
know that Smith is 2/3 American. Smith helps us to overcome
the shock," informed Punit
Minocha from Bombay, India.
"I hope univeristy listens
because we have a lot of concerns and care about our future,"
said Senior Yolande Lacan.

DIVE
into
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TUESDAY,MAY9
LAST DAY OF CLASSES
SHOWCASE PRESENTATIONS - "Dance," Student dancers
perform works in ballet, jazz, modern dance, and tap. Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 7 p.m., $2 at door.
COLLOQUIUM - Roner Bachman -Prehn and Kim Vogt,
"Violent Death in the United States: Two studies." Room
439, Horton, 12:40 - 2 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10
READING DAY
COLLOQUIUM - Dr. Frederick Samuels, "A Brief Reply
to Bud Knleif." Room 439, Horton, 12:40 - 2 p.m.
DATE RAPE TRIAL - A mock trial simulating actual
proceedings of a criminal trial. Conducted by Superior Court
Judge Joseph Nadeau with students, faculty and staff
participating. Granite State Room, MUB, 6 p.m. Community
1s welcome, but no admittance after proceedings begin.

THURSDAY, MAY 11
READING DAY
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM - Four First-Year Graduate
Student REsearch Presentations. Room 101/ 102, Conant
Hall, 3:15-5 p.m.
MUSO FILM - "Big" Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 12
FINAL EXAMS BEGIN

SUNDAY, MAY 14
INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCING - Learn dances from
around the world. Beginners welcome, no partner necessary.
Room 104, New Hampshire Hall, 7:30 - 10 p.m., free.
THOMPSON SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT - 2 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, 17
CHOICE CHOCOLATE - The 4th annual "Choice Chocolate,"
a chocolate dessert tasting and auction to benefit the National
Abortion Rights Action I:eague of New Hampshire (NARALNH) will be held from 7 -9 p.m., at the Speakeasy, Route
1 in Portsmouth. Tickets are $15 at the door.

THURSDAY, MAY 18
FIN AL EXAMS END

FRIDAY, MAY 19
WOMEN'S NETWORK BREAKFAST - "Women of
Influence at UNH," A panel of UNH Faculty Women.
Hillsborough/Sulliva n Room, MUB, 8 - 9:30 a.m. Reservations
by 5/15, Women's Commission.
SENIOR DAY - Fun, food, live music. Granite State Room,
MUB, noon to 4 p.m. Bring UNH ID.

SATURDAY, MAY 20
COMMENCEMENT BREAKFAST RECEPTION - Continental breakfast sponsored by UNH Parents Assoc. for degree
candidates, parents and friends. Lawn adjacent to Morrill
Hall, 8 a.m.
COMMENCEMENT - Alex Haley, author of Roots will
be keynote speaker. Cowell Stadium (Rain location: Snively
Arena), 10 a.m.

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR FORMS
AND DEADLINES.
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______ TKE _ _ _ _ __

ODCES

(continued from page 3)
pants, but the lack of current
addresses is creating problems.
Catching up to students in
classrooms has also been attempted with limited success.
Students that are unable to be
reached by these two means will
have the letters sent to rhei,r
home addresses.
Some students at UNH are
nor sympathetic to the TKE
housing problem. One UNH
student, who preferred to remain anynonomus call the house
"a disgusting, skum hole."
__ A not her stud en r, and

ACADEMICS

: GENERAL
MUB LOCKERS: Keys for keyed lockers must be
returned for your refund and locks removed from
blue lockers by May 26. Stop in Room 322 in the
MUB. Lockers available for summer rental.

MEETINGS
UNH 4-H CLUB MEETING: Final meeting of the
year. Bar-BQ at the Poultry Barn. Bring own hot
dog or hamburger and bun. Will have a brief meeting
and election of officers. Tuesday, May 9, UNH
Poultry Barns, 6 p.m.

AVAILABILITY OF FULBRIGHT FELLOWSHIP
APPLICAITONS: Fulbright Fellowship Applicaiions for 1990-91 study or research abroad now
available. Seniors graduating in 1990, M.A., & PhD
students eligible. Applications deadline is September
31, 1989.

SUBMIT INFORMATION TO OFFICE OF
STUDENT ACTIVITIES IN THE MUB. CALL
862-1524 FOR FORMS AND DEADLINES.

member of the Greek system,
said the former TKE house
"smelled like a septic tank" and
the tenants deserved what they
got.
Ocher students will miss TKE
and their hosue. "Ir's too bad
what happened to them. They
are all a great bunch of guys,"
said Kim Varney, a sophomore
student senator.
Another anynomus student
believed char it was a shame
because "TKE was probably the
most diversified brotherhood
on campus.

BENEFIT DINNER
THERE'S A JOB FOR YOU IN A

The American Camping Association (NY) will n.ak e your application available to over
300 camps in the Northeast Exc1t,ng opportun1t1es for College students and professionals
Positions available: all land and water sports. arts and crafts. drama , music, dance. tripping .
nature. R.N.'s and M.D.'s. Aides, maintenance. kitchen
College Credit Available. CALL or WRITE for application . AMERICAN CAMPING
ASSOC/A T/ON,43 W. 23St.,NY, NY10010, 1-800-777-CAMP

Fitness Without
Wallet Fatigue
Join the Franklin Fitness Center and the Great Bay
Athletic Club during this super summer special ......

3 MONTH WORKOUT
MEMBERSHIP ONLY
$99

ganizacion and does nor receive
any funding from UNH.
"Ir is things like this dinner
that we need to do to keep us
·goi-~g fi~ancially," said Swingle.
Eighty percent of the people
who use the services at Forest
Park Daycare Center are UNH
students who have children. The
directors want to ·make sure the
prices stay down, said Swingle.
Forest Park Daycare Center
Director Wendy Derhak explained that the "budget is
hurting," and someone heard
that Shop and Save does fundraisers.
The Daycare Center is licensed to work with children
from the ages of 2-12, 11.u three
full-time employees and 18
work-study srudent's;·said Der.
hak.
To help our the community
and build a better name for their
supermarket, a "Club Party" was

____________

UNH Cross-Training T..Shirt
(reg. $9.99)

Stop by for a .tour at either of our facilities.

~t~

Athletic Club
(Fom,er/11

n,~ Gn·a/

•

FR4NKLIN FITNm
CENTER

EXETER ROAD, RT. 108, NEWMARKET. 1'.'H

13 JENKINS COURT, DURHAM, i'-/H

Bn11 Racquet Ct'11ter)

in

Cash on the
summer/ob
that keeps you
looking good!
Fresh air. Physical
activity. Sunshine .
Money. You can
have it all this
summer as a
College Pro Painter
or Crew Foreperson. With studentrun College Pro,
North America's
largest and oldest
painting company,
you can stay in
shape and earn
up to SB an hour
working a more
flexible schedule
than at most sum mer jobs . The
teamwork is exciting . Challenging .
Fun . And rewarding

Call us, toll fre~:
lnMA,
1-800-424-2468;
Outside MA,
◄ ra00-346-4649.

EOE.

College Pro
w it,1/J/1' ·':
, ,,,,,,.✓-/
,,,,,,,,,,,
}:,u :

_..

APATHY

to set up for the meal, and then
served and cleaned at the end
of rhe night.
Swingle referred to the brother's help as "fantastic. We
couldn't have asked for anything
more."
But, besides the money raised
for the center, Swingle wants
people in the community to
realize UNH does nothing for
their employees and students
with children.

He cited a future increase in
nontraditional students as an
important factor the university
must acknowledge.
Swingle said parents associated with the University of South
California received childcare
only after a school-wide protest.
"I can see something like that
protest happening at UNH very
soon," said Swingle.

____________

...,.

(continued from page 3)

Join now and receive a
for only $7 .50

(continued from page 1)
developed close to five years ago.
According to Dover's Shop and
Save Score Manager Rick Meyerko pf everyone wins from the
event.
"The non-profit organization
is able to raise money for their
cause, and the store receives
great PR," said Meyerkopf.
According ro Meyerkopf the
crowd last night was the biggest
he has ever seen at a "Club
Parry."
Besides the food, the night
also included "Price is Right"
type games, where dinner participants guessed the prices of
brand name foods. The winner
won a bag of groceries. Bud
Sawyer a disc jockey for WPOR
in Portland, ME, emceed the
event.
Eight brothers from Sigma
Nu fraternity were also on hand
to help with the dinner. The
brothers arrived two hours early

the network has a large membership, but according to Reed,
there are about 25 active
members and about 100 others
who are members but don't
participate on a regular basis.
Part of the problem of attendance comes from this lack of
personnel, Reed said. There are
usually only rwo or three people
to put up flyers for upcoming
events. The shortage of people,
combined with little or no
funding, makes it nearly impossible for the members of PSN
to promote their events effectively.
Although PSN is a recognized
student organization, it is not
funded by the student activity
fee organizairon (SAFO). Because they are not a SAFO
organization, they do nor have
a set amount of money to work
with at the beginning of each
school year and do not qualify
for discounted rares on such
things as advertising in the
student newspaper.
Funds are given co PSN on
an event-by-event basis, which
often does not give them enough
rime to plan, Reed said.
But in order to become a
SAFO-funded organizairon,
Reed explained, they would
have to present unbiased programs where both sides of an
issue were presented. "But you
get the right wing point of view
every time you pick up the
newspaper or turn on :he television," she said.
The Student Coalition for the
Homeless faces a similar dilemma. Since they are a fund raising
organization, they can only get
loans from SAFO, according to
the group's co-founder, Brian
Bonenfant.
The group turns to corporate
sponsors for funding instead,
but those sponsors expect the
Qahtio.p o m.a e a q p.,.t~on to

the homeless. When an event
such as last year's variety show
only breqks even because of poor
student turnout, the group must
explain co sponsors where their
money went.
Bonenfant was disappointed
when only 120 people attended
a recent variety show the group
put on in Portsmouth. Of the
120, only three were UNH
students. The group had offered
a free bus ride from Durham to
Portsmouth for the show, but
it didn't really help.
"A lot of people said we
should have had alcohol there.
That co me is just apathetic,"
Bonenfant said. "You gee really
disappointed when students
give their time and efforts to
pu c something together for
other studenrs ... and nobody
shows up because they can't
drink a beer."
The problem is nor an exclusive one to the coalition's event,
however. A music fest sponsored by COCA in the MUB the
following weekend attracted less
than 100 people.
"I didn't feel so bad when I
heard that," Bonenfant said.
The question of why students
aren't more interested in the
issues these groups stand for
brings varied answers from the
group members.
"It's partially because we
don't have a war on our hands,"
said John Ginsberg, a member
of Gaia, UNH's environmental
action group . "Students are
more pleased with the governmen c. Things have been economically prosperous."
Scudenc body president,
Wendy Hammond, agreed with
_
Ginsberg.
"When there's a threat co
everyone of wai; there is political
activism on campus. Ir's not
until people get threatened and
t.hei hieo<l-~ Js d_r, f ed h~

they do something." Hammond
added that she does believe that
the U.S. is involved in wars, but
that they "are not overr-enough
to get people involved."
"Ir seems to me that people
just don't care," Reed said.
Students think more about
"What party am I going to this
weekend? or if we' re really
looking into the future, 'What
job can I get that will make me
a lot of money?" she said.
Many students claim that they
don'r·have rime co gee involved,
Reed said. "You can find the
rime and you should find the
rime," she said. "A lot of people
don't have jobs. They go to four
classes and thar'r it. Ir boils down
to nor caring, or thinking they
don't have the time."
Although Gaia has higher
membership than any of the
other PSN groups, Ginsberg is
also bothered by the apathy he
often encounters. "It really
upsets me. Ir's like people
parrying on the deck of the
Titanic."
Ginsberg tries to maintain
a positive outlook on the future
of the world and the environment. 'Tm an optimist about
our future, but we need a lot of
work, education,a nd changing
of ways and values," he said.
But how do you get students
involved? Ir is a question that
many leders of gorups have
asked themselves, and very few
have been able to come up with
a viable answer.
Debbie Hunter, a member of
the Student Coalition for the
Homeless, said they have tried
being more flexible and letting
the members come up with their
own ideas for projects. The plan
failed because many new
members were scared off by the
idea of not having a leader who
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FIGHT THAT
FALL FLAB
Reserve your Fall Workout
Membership with a $25
deposit**
*Come in and check out our reduced prices

*A

variety of new memberships are available
*N ew ceilings have been set, so sign up today.'

All depositors will recei ve a

UNH Cross-Training T-Shirt for $7.50

**deposits are non-refundable

13 JE\.1<INS COURT, OURHMI, \.1-1

STRAFFORD PLACE
The UNH Spring Horse Trials were the scene of leap after spectacular leap. (Debbie Hopkins
photo)

SU-:M::M:ER REN'T A.LS

Horse trials aren't deterred
By Nancy Roberts
The UNH Spring Horse
Trials last weekend demonstrated that the equestrian program
at UNH, despite the threats
caused by the new dorm , is
thriving.
After many battles over the
location of the new dormitory,
the final decision to build it near
Barton Hall and rebuild the
cross country course proved to
be satisfactory for everyone
involved.
"This is not the last event,"
said J a net Briggs, assistant
professor of animal science, and
chairman of the Horse Trials .
"A third of our cross-country
course is being replaced and
rebuilt this summer."
The UNH horse program has
been having two events every
year for fifteen years . Each
competition has three phases
which run the duration of two
days; the dressage phase is
ridden on the first day while the
cross country and stadium jumping phases are ridden on the last
day.
The dressage phase of the
.. ~vent judges the level of training
the horse. The horse's re-

of

Newly renovated and furnished, STRAFFORD PLACE
offers . the following features:

sponsiveness and submi~sion ·competed. UNH students reto the rider are scored as the pair presented a relatively large
performs a pre-determined test. percentage of those riders.
Kim Nolan, a junior at UNH,
The cross-country phase is
ridden over the solid fences finished fourth in her division,
across natural terrain and tests and Colleen Hall, a senior
the courage and stamina of the finished ninth.
horse.
"The riding instruction here
The final phase, stadium is so good," said Delaney. 'The
jumping, is ridden shortly after demand for it is incredible."
the cross country phase. This
Many students present at the
phase tests to see if the horse event were glad that the cross
is able to maintain its strength country course was being rebuilt,
and agility after the energy but were concerned about whethconsuming cross-country phase. er its size would be diminished
. Despite an earlier threat· of and that a new dorm in the area
heavy rain, both Saturday and
would be dangerous for the
Sunday went well for all the
horses.
riders involved. The only com"A new dorm will be noisy,
plaint heard from the riders
and that could scare the horses,"
concerned the slippery footing
on cross-country because of , said Christine Zelazo, a freshman.
muddy conditions.
"The dorm will change the
Horses and riders traveled atmosphere tremendously," said
from all over New England to Briggs. "We are very concerned
compete in this event , said about heavier traffic and more
Joanne Delaney, a student who students being here at night."
Briggs stressed, however, that
helped riders during the cross
if construction goes according
country phase of the event.
Spectators watched the riders to the scheduled time, they
on the sidelines, and cheered should still be able to hold the
annual fall event during the last
for the riders that they knew.
weekend of September.
Approximately seventy riders

• Single and double occupancy rooms.
• Electric heat with individual thermostats.
• Kitchenettes in each unit.
• Telephone and television jacks in rooms.
• Cable tv available.
• Attractively furnished and air conditioned
patio rooffi for comfortable studying.
_STRAFFORD PLACE is located at the edge of the
campus, within a short walking distance to
For rental information, call
classrooms.
868-2192.

10-14 Strafford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 '

CONGRATULATIONS
to the
Seniors of
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PHIMU
Jill Flather
Kathy Neaves
Joanne Delaney
Mich ele Adams
Christine Scollay
Lisa Pannorfi
Jeanne Robinson
Karen Reed
Donna Lewis
Julie Lunt
Cindy Strafford
1

Dyana Lassonde
Laury Morell
Erin O'Shea
Kathleen Walker
Tracey Rutherford '
1
Sue Nadeau
Laura Davis
r
Jen Patton
,
Sherie Davis
Stefanie Bukowski 1
Vera Gililand
Sherie Towne

Werll miss you guys!
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RIEFER'S
SPORTSWEAR

-------~APATHY~------(continued from page 6)

told them what to do.
university when they burst in people want to be entertained,
"Students are programmed on a class and the professor not informed. "We have to do
to have things laid out for them
complained to the administra- less pushing of the issue and
like a syllabus," Bonenfant said. tion. But not all audiences ar~ more pushing of the entertain"We asked for ideas and we got so critical; one class gave them ment," he said. In the future
blank faces. Then there would a standing ovation, Reed said.
posters will emphasize the
be two less people at the next
"Positive reaction is good bands that are performing and
meeting."
because you know the whole will mention the coalition at the
COCA and other PSN organ- world isn't against you," Reed · bottom in fine print, he said.
izations present "guerilla theat- said. She added, however, that
Despite the failures, however,
er," which is intended to shock whether the response is good Bonenfant still carries-a torch
students into thinking about the or bad doesn't matter as long for idealism. Next year he hopes
issues, Reed said. In one per- as they make the students think. to have a big show featuring an
formance, members ran into the "We meet with so much apathy; act such as Crosby, Stilts and
MBU pub and pointed up at the you have to grab their at ten- . Nash to benefit the homeless.
CALL TODAY:
sky.
tion," she said.
Unlike the Student Coalition
1-800-274-3337
"They're coming! " one stuNot all students are as unaf- for the Homeless, groups like
dent yelled.
fected by poor results as Reed Gaia and COCA concentrate on
161 PORTLAND AVE.
"They said they wouldn't is, however. "Every time some- education, not fund-raising. It
DOVER, NH 03820
launch them, but they did," thing happens I get a harder makes their job· harder because
(603) 743-4763
another student said.
heart," Bonenfant said. When they can't sell entertainment
The students then counted he began the coalition over a instead of their cause as BonIRTS - SPORTSWEAR
down and fell to the ground year ago he was an idealist. He enfant suggested. As long as
screaming when the imagined wanted to create a crhapus event students choose not to get
ECEWEAR - BOXERS
bombs hit.
that would bring Greeks and involved with an organization,
Guerilla theater gets mixed non-Greeks together and raise the groups will remain small
reviews from students and fa- money and awareness for a good and frustrated by the job they've
culty, Reed said. One perfor- cause at the same time.
set out to do.
mance almost got the group
Sine then his persepctive has
COCA has decided to cut back
members supended from the _ change_d_ynd h~ re_alizes !hat on plans in reaction to recent
failures. Reed said the group
will "be more realistic" next
year. They aren't planning as
many events, and hope to organize them early so they can
get funding in time, she said.
But despite the seemingly
dismal attendance at most
events, some organizations do
fine occasional success. Brother
Peace, an international one-day
speak-out against men's violence attracted 300-400 people
last fall, according to the event's
coordinator Randy Spartichino.
UNH had never had a Brother Peace event before, and
Spartichino thought it would
be a good idea, in light of the
violence that has plagued the
campus in recent years. Despite
confusing advertisements that
offended some men and women,
the speak-out met with success.
Spartichino said he plans to
repeat it again next year and
already has had offers for funding from local churches.
Gaia has also had some successful events, according to
Ginsberg. Approximately 75
people come to the group's
meetings, although only 25 of
them are active in the group,
he said. The recent Earth Week,
which Ginsberg hopes to make
an annual event, was fairly well
attended, he said.
One of the less successful
events of Earth Week was the
speak-out on the environment
in front of Thompson Hall.
Ginsbert estimated a total of
75 students attended at least
part of the afteroon event. He
remained hopeful, however,
that students passing by picked
up something from the event.
"Just to see that people were
out there speaking their minds
will help," he said.
There was little financial risk
If you know your way around a keyboard-typewriter, word processor or computerinvolved in the events which
allowed the group to put more
we know a way to make your knowledge pay off this summer
money into advertising. Plans
Just regi?ter with us at Kelly Temporary Services.
for next year's Earth Week are
already being made, and GinsWe've got the kind of summer jobs you'll love to get your hands on.
berg hopes that they will have .
Choose your own assignments. Work as much as you want. Or as little as
more money by then from t,h e
you need.
·
cans that the group collects and
recycles.
And if you're not a keyboard wiz.ard, there's still plenty of work to go around.
"I think the reason that the
environmental issues aren ' t
Receptionist. File Clerk. Accounting Clerk. Product Demonstrator Stock Handler
dead with students is because
Check the white pages for your nearest Kelly office. It doesn't cost you a
it effects them," Ginsberg said .
of his group's success. "It's the
thing to register And chances are we can
degradation of life and human
help you make the coming summer
beings as living creatures have
reason to be afraid. But if they
months everything you want them to be.
start to become interested beRichly rewarding.
The Kelly Girl'!') People-The First And The Best.'"
cause they are afraid, then they __
,

Student
Organizations
Fraternities
Sororities
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Random
Writings

DURHAM COPY

RESUMES

He's a
·Ram bl in'

Typing
Selection of paper
envelopes

Man

·ELECTRONICALLY TYPED
$18.50 INCLUDES
-

PLUS

25 copies
25 envelopes
25 extra sheets of paper

868-7031
JOHN KELLEY

For the last paper of the year, I decided to give a variety
of my thoughts.
Don't you get a kick out of those students who don't do
anything the whole semester but then get serious around
finals? They really believe they can turn their whole semester
aro'und in a week. They are the ones always complaining
about the noise around the apartment or dormitory.
What does the 'M' stand for in UVM?
The computering system in the library is nice. How about
some modern books to go with it? Why do they even have
a security system? They really don't have any books worth
stealing.
Has anyone ever seen someone go into or come out of
Lee's Chinese Restaurant on Main Street? The food must
be good.
Something needs to be done about the crosswalk between
Burger King and Wildcat. The crosswalk is in a bad location
because drivers are looking the other way while pedistrians
are crossing the street. It is scary.
When are the tour guides who take parents and high school
students around the university going to stop referring to
the NEW Engineering and Science Building? More importantly, when are they going to tell parents about the exorbitant
rent they will be paying when their child becomes a junior?
The Burger King in Durham has to be the slowest "fast
food" restaurant in the country.
When I look at John Sununu, I just get agitated. First
of all, I can't believe that he is the Ch.ief of Staff, and he
always has that annoying grin on his fat face which seems
to be saying "boy did I stiff New Hampshire by making them
think they had a surplus."
Why does Charter have a sign that says they are open
24 hours when I have never seen them open past 11 p.m.?
Quick, name five student senators.
Here are my words of wisdom for the Durham Town
Council, RENT CONTROL!
The Bagelery has the shortest long line I've ever seen.
The line could be outside and you will be served in ten minutes
or less.
Why doesn't the university warn incoming students about
the ridiculously expensive Durham Bank? Many unsuspecting
students go down there and open up accounts before realizing
the cost involved.
This must be the orily college town that the bars close
at 12:30 a.m.
Martin's must think its customers are really stupid. They
sell a half gallon of orange juice for $1. 70 and a gallon for
$4.40. Gee, I think I will buy the gallon.
Have you ever noticed the difference between students
attire from a day in the spring and fall with the same
temperature. People get thin skinned over the summer
Hmm, isn't that recreational facility that the students
voted in and agreed to help fund pretty?
Next time you are in the Field House stop in the RecSports office and compliment John and Denise for the
excellent job they do organizing the intermural program.
I wish Oil 'Can' Boyd a speedy recovery.
Have a nice warm summer.
Editor forThe New Hampshire.
John Kelley is a Sports
,

Jenkins Cowt, Durham, NH

open Monday-Friday
8:30am-5:30pm

HEBS,
Thanks for being an
awesome roomie!
We think we' re so
funny! Have a blast
in Hawaii - mail me
a tan - or a tan man,
otay? I'll miss our
non-stop laugh sessions.
Love ya, Be£
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THE BOSTON COMPANY
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company

Shareholder Services Representatives
The ideal individuals will provide our customers and brokers with
efficient and high quality service in a fast paced environment. Your
excellent communication skills are essential to assist with answering
telephone inquiries and written correspondence from shareholders
and researching and resolving Mutual Fund account transaction history.
Extensive operational training includes preparation for NASO Series
6 and 63 licensing. Customer relations experience is helpful and a
BA/BS degree or knowledge of the financial industry io_ Transfer
Agent/Mutual Funds is preferred.

Transaction Processing Specialists
In this significant position, you will analyze all shareowner requests
for compliance with legal requirements and will process transactions
on the Mutual Fund system on a timely basis. Strong detail and analytical
skills will enhance this entry level postion offering growth potential.
Each transaction processing specialist exchange orders and prioritize
the processing of trades. This is an ideal opportunity for individuals
wishing to enter into the financial service industry.

Control Accountants
Work independently to perform accurate reconciliation of cash
transactions between funds and shareholders. Reporting of daily activity
such as shares and dividends, tax withholding, checks, certificates,
and wire transfers. To qualify you must have strong accounting, analytical
and time management skills. Basic computer knowledge , a BA/BS
degree or experience in the financial industry in Transfer Agent/Mutual
Funds is preferred.

Quality Control Analysts
In this challenging entry level position, you will verify the accuracy
of all transactions processed by various operating units on our Mutual
Funds system. You will serve as a primary liasion for clients and funds,
while reporting directly to operations. To qualify, you must be a detailoriented communicator who can meet deadlines and research and
resolve transaction discrepancies. A BA/BS degree or experience
in the financial industry in Transfer Agent Mutual Funds is preferred.

Information Session

The Boston Company offers competitive salaries, excellent benefits
and exceptional opportunites for advancement. Please forward your
resume to The Boston Company, One Exchange Place, EX-08H, Dept.
LAP. Boston, MA 02109. Please indicate salary requirements.
An equal opportunity employer, M/F/H/V.

Wed., May 10th

7-9 pm Sullivan Rm., MUB
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come to the Wildcatessen for a great cup of coff9e AND RELAX...
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·Here s wishing you the best of luck. during finals and a great :
s-u mmer!!! : -,
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new dorm be constructed on the over the current budget of
anc.l knowledP-Fahle ahout an
issue. "When s~me people come · site first suggested behind A- ONLY three percent!!!!) This
into their political awakening lot. ( A reminder from fall would REDUCE EVEN
they become self-righteous," semester: The original choice FURTHER Gov. Gregg's sughe said. "That tends to put of Haaland's was this same spot. gested biennium budget of
That decision was opposed by $114.5 million by $9.2 million.
people off."
But despite the images they irate students, faculty and alum- Needless to say, such a drastic
ni and consequently culminated cut would have devastated the
may project, Reed, Ginsberg and
all the ochers are normal ever- in the formation of the Ad Hoc University and the University
System. A write-a-letter-toyday students. "We go to our committee.)
Was Haaland wrong in reject- your-legislator appeal .to stuclasses when we have time, we
ing the choice of the Ad Hoc , dents and parents by Haaland
go co parties on weekends, we
to to work, and we find time to committee, or did he actually and former SBP President
make the right decision? Only Wendy Hammond, was initiatwork on chis," Reed said.
time will tell.
ed. House Bill 777 (the eleven
"Once you get active it frees
February--NH Governor Judd percent increase, NOT three
up so much of your time; it
makes you reorganize things," Gregg presented House Bill 777, percent) was finally voted on
his proposal for the NH 1990- and passed in April. This meaBonenfant said. "People who
aren't active think it's an aca- 91 state budget. It contained an sure was surely an improvement
11.8 percent increase over the over HB 200, but still points to
demic thing. But once they get
1988-89 university budget. Orig- good news only if the sound of
active they usually get even
more active. It's getting in- inally the University System had increased tuition, fewer courses
volved in interesting things that requested a 22.2 percent in- and crowded classrooms is music
. crease over the current budget.
to one's ears. Yeah.
aren't school-related."
March--The NH House ApMarch--An exchange pro"It's so sad to see how many
students don't get involved in propriations Committee pro- gram between UNH and the
anything," Hammond said. posed House Bill 200, which Pedagogical Institute of Foreign
would cut an additional eight Study in Russia was tentatively
"You only have these four years
and you'll only get to do these percent of the governor's orig- set for the fall of 1990.
inal proposal of eleven percent.
March--The proposed recreathings once."
(This would mean an increase tion facility project was put on
- - - ---- -- ~-~~~~~
~

can come in and learn how i"t
effects other people too."
Fear also seems to be something that keeps students out
of student action groups. Reed
said she knew of one student
who wanted to join COCA and
came to the meetings every
week, stopped at the door, and
decided not to go in. He was
afraid because he didn't know
that much about the issues of
Central America, she said.
"When I went to my first
COCA meeting I didn't know
the Sandinistas from the Contras or Nicaragua from El Sglvador," she admitted. "We don't
expect people to know what's
·
going on."
"Some people are scared of
PSN and COCA because they
don't want to protest or be
radical," Reed said. 'TU do it,
but if they don't w_a nt to that's
fine. If they just want to put up
flyers for a half hour a week
chat's fine."
Spartichino agreed that some
students are intimidated by
_th9..§~ who are ~l~ady in~olved ·

END OF SCHOO L

LIQUIDATION CLOTHES-OUT
ALL MEN'S & WOMEN'S FASHION APPAREL
REDUCED FOR IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE

OCEAN PACIFIC T-SHIRTS

$9

long & short sleeve
assorted prints
values to $24. 00

. each

·denim-gray-black
·assorted sizes
values to $32.00

2 $1 o
for

$15

►'

Each

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

WOMEN'S KNIT SHIRTS

short sleeve

polo style

2 $3 o
for

cotton blends
khaki-black-navfl
values to $34.00 ~ for

$35

2 $35

summer & winter wli· ht
assorted styles
values to,$165.00

29

$19

25

Each

WOMEN'S FASHION JEANS

15

a

Each

WOMEN'S AEROBIC WEAR

·
.

And up

UNISEX RUNNING PANTS
lycra spandex
assorted colors
values to $30.00

WOMEN'S JEAN JACKETS

'/I'

MEN'S SPORTCOATS

►' .

for

by Sunset Blues
stonewashed deni4P
values to $42. 00

for

►'

2 $3 o
'/I'

MEN'S RAGG SWEATERS
rugby stripes
values to $29.50

12 colors
values to $32.00

by Sunset Blues
stonewashed denit/f
values to $65.00

It. weight acrylic
•

Each

long & short sleeve

MEN'S PLEA TED CHINOS

1◄

$4

select group
assorted colors
values to $30.00

LEVI 50_1 & 505 JEANS

interlock knit
values to $32.00

11

OCEAN PACIFIC & GENERRA SLACKS

MEN'S SPORTSHIRTS
assorted styles
values to $30.00

~

20%-60% REDUCTIONS :

hold until additional funding
can be located. (Don't hold your
breath.)
April--Lonise Bias, mother
of Len Bias, the late University
of Maryland basketball star who
died of a cocaine intoxication,
spoke to a large group in the
field house. Warning. of the
dangers of drug abuse, Bias said
that her son "has done more in
death than he could have ever
done in life."
April--Patty Bedker's Food
and People class became the
center of a controversy when
the legitimacy of a manditory
Crop Walk asignment was dispured by many students. Participation in the walk, a fundraising event for hunger, was
counted as a grade. A few
students argued about the (farfetched) possibility of constitutional right violation and the
interpretation of the religious
affiliation by the Crop Walk
organizers. As one Crop Walk
supporter wrote in response to
dissident letter-writer; "A
walk for HUNGER ... you complained about a walk for
HUNGER!!!"
April--The Academic Senate
approved a new academic honor
code policy which would require
all incoming students to sign
a mandatory honesty oath. The
oath would contain definitions
of cheating, plagiarism and joint
work on individual projects .
Ignorance is not bliss.
April--Mike Desmarais and
Chris Sterndale win the Student
Body President election in a
landslide , grabbing 71 % of the
votes.
April--Thirty Tau Kappa
Epsilon brothers were evicted
from their house after violating
fire codes. Their fraternity had
already been suspended earlier '
in the semester.
May--An art exhibit created
by a UNH BFA candidate, Dean
Shelley, stired controversy because of its homoerntic paintrngs. The UNH administration
actually had to meet together
to "discuss how they could honor
Shelley's right to express his·
ideas while ensuring sensitivity
to the public's feelings." T):le
seven other BFA students threatened to pull their work from
the show if Shelley's work was
not allowed to be exhibited.
Unfortunately, every important issue uncovered this semester can not be covered in one
tiny article.
So go out and graduate, get
a nice summer job (see pg.14
for tips), or just relax. There
are other things going on in the
world.

fashion prints
values to $30.00

$5 $15
to

UNH CHILDREN'S SWEATSUITS

·$13
.

2 pc suits
And up

The Few. The Loud:
The New Hampshire.

leotards-briefs-tights

boys & girls
values to $32.00

Each
I'

MAJOR BANKCARDS ACCEPTED ~:
PERSONAL CHECKS WELCOME :~·

50 MAIN STREET
DOWNTO WN DURHAM

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK ·
MON-SAT 9AM-5:30 PM :
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End of the Semester
Graduation Sale Spectacular
Receive a:

For:

Buy an IBM PS/2
Model 25 - dual floppy
Model 25 with a 20Mb hard disk
Model 25 with a 30Mb hard disk
Model 30/286 with a 20Mb hard disk
Model 50Z/286 with a 30Mb hard disk

1269.00
1369.00·
1820.00
1950.00

50.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon

""'='"

:luml--;I I~1~

r-

111111111111111111111111111111

Receive a:

For:

Mac Plus
Mac SE with a 20Mb hard disk
Mac SE/30 with a 40Mb hard disk

IMM

!~H~

$ 50.00 Coupon

$ 895.00

Buy an Apple

'fnt,

$ 995.00

$ 50.00 Coupon

2050.00
3225.00

100.00 Coupon
100.00 Coupon

•

11111111111111111111 I

Need A Compute r In Septemb er?
To Find Out How You Can Have Your
Own Computer Waiting For You Next Fall, Visit
The University Technology Center
Before You Leave For The Summer.

The University Technology Center Will Be Offerint,
~1P)<&©i1&Il IB3&©lk ' Il\0> ~©lli@@Il Iemmcdlll<&ss
Q

Q

Q

Bundles will include a system, printer, and word processing package.
Stop by for details and an order form.

University Technology Center
Thompson Hall• Room 14A • 862-1328
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. • Monday - Friday
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Editorial
How to get a goo d sum mer job
Summer is approachin g very quickly, and
with it comes the inevitable search for a
job. As every student knows, this process
can often be hellish. In an effort to facilitate
the job-huntin g process, we here at The
New Hampshir e have decided to put
together the first annual summer job search
advice kit.
The first key is to not look for a job in
which you have no interest. If you plan on
becoming a concert p ianist, don't go looking
for a job in manure managem ent and
distribution . You will rapidly grow bored.
The second key involves the phoning
process, so crucial to the job hunt. When
you get in touch with the person who could
become your boss, refrain from calling them
'decaying, fetid marsh refuse.' That will
get you in the doghouse quicker than you
can say, "N." Instead, always use the phrases
'thank you,' 'if you please,' and 'my, your
voice sounds powerful.'

Next is the crucial face-to-face interview.
Dress appropriat ely for this. Big mustard
bell-bottom pants with sequined crotches
and appliqued blue dragons on the legs are
a definite ho-no here. Employers want to
see professionalism.
When asking your potential employer
about the job's description , feel free to let
the questions flow. This includes the allimportant question of money. If, after a
p olite request as to the job' s salary, your
p rospective employer responds with a figure
far below your expectatio ps, refrain from
snorting de r isively and g roaning, "Geez,
I could earn more selling my toenail
clippings to science! " Rather, simply
express that you were looking for a little
more financial security.
Once hired at the job of your choice, it
is best that you introduce yourself to your
co-worker s in a friendly fashion. It's

considered very impolite to strut up to your
colleagues and ask, "Which ones of you
ill-groome d, corpulent conquistad ors of
crudity will I have the dis pleasure of
working with?" The better way is to
announce yourself in a clear voice, giving
your full name, a brief personal history,
and your phone number in case of questions.
This is followed by a vigorous hand-shaki ng
session.
And finally, when the time comes to leave
your jo b, don 't dance circles around your
boss and shout, 'Tm free! I'm free ! Ha ha
ha, at last my chains have been broken! "
Instead, announce your dismay at leaving
the job, and wish your employer the best
of luck with future operation of his business.
Follow these brief steps, and the normally
tortuous summer job search will become
simple as can be.
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"Odd's my bodkins, it is to laugh."

Est. 1989

Vol. 1 No. 4

"If I were King Laphos for a day ... "

r

l
_J

Bleach's first official duty as king was cutting the ribbon
strafing the foyer of LAPHOS' brand new production facility.
Careful with those scissors, Chlorine!
This is how UNH sophomore Chlorine Bleach started her prize winning "King
Laphos For A Day" contest
entry . Her full entry, in
twenty words or less, reads:
"If I were King Laphos for
a day, I would not use my
power for evil, rather, for
good. With great power
comes great responsibility.
I'd just like to eat some
popcorn and ride some of
the rides. Plus, I look good
in regal blue."

. LI

1

--------

--------

-------

Loyal subject .Pat Upyourtroublesinanoldkitbag~ndsmilesmilesmile lets the trumpets blare and the bann~rs fly
to herald the arrival of the new king. Way to go, Pat!
Here our King For A Day takes a spin in LAPHOS
KINGDOM's most popular amusement ride, The Wood
Bucket That Spins Really Fast. Careful with the centrifugal
force, c;::hlorinet'This is one bucket we'd hate to see spill! .

~ - Chlorine breaks grouna tor
~
" ,.
, ,

LAPHILMS, the brand new
LAPHOS film production
· studio now officially under
construction. Readers
should be sure to keep an
eye out for I Love My Rack\
and Pinion Steering, our first ·
feature film, due in theaters
this fall. Careful with that
shovel, Chlorine. Kind of
sharp, and you know what
happened last time!

Here our blurry-eyed King heads home. Nobody ever said
a ruling monarch has an easy job! Careful on those steps,
Chlorine!

MAY YOUR SOCKS DRY BY 9:00, 1989, PAGE MARY
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Nackey Loeb's Guide
to Lustfu I Living
By Nackey Loeb

326 pages. Simon & Schuster.
$14.95
"Remember, the main ingredients
in a lustful life are a winning smile, a
sensual attitude, and a complete intol. erance of all others' viewpoints."
This is one of thousands of fine points
in Nackey Loeb's new book, Nackey
Loeb's Guide to Lustful Living. The book,
the fourth in Loeb's How to Live Your
Life My Way, Because It's the Only Way
series, is perhaps the most enlightening
of the bunch.
Loeb scores big on her charm and
personality tips. Included are these
gems -"Wearing black lace on the inside
makes you feel like a starlet on the
outside." "A gallon of cheap perfume
goes a long way." "The best way to
arouse a man is to lick your upper lip
slowly before saying, 'Show me your

assault rifle of love.' "
Loeb includes many pointers for
combining politicism with romanticism
in chapter 6, "Politicians make strange
bedfellows." She includes a surprising
list of Mel Thomson's turn-ons, which
is too long to print in its entirety here;

How I Made a Million Bucks
Without Any Real Talent Whatsoever
By Rich Gedman

213 pages, Fronk Press, $19.95.
For most of the 1980s, the Boston
Red Sox'_s Rich Gedman has been a
fixture behind the plate at Fenway Park,
much like a toilet is a fixture of the
bathroom, except Rich is bigger. As
their catcher, he has helped steer Sox
pitchers Bruce Hurst, John Tudor, and
Bobby Ojeda, toward greatness as well
·as toward other teams, a dubious
quality that may clue one in to either
Rich's working rapport, his cleanliness,
or perhaps a bit of both. Relatedly, he
has also been in the middle of the
maelstrom that has become Red Sox
lifestyle - from the trials and tribulations
of Wade Boggs to the fan baiting of
Roger Clemens to the mollffying mediocrity of John MacNamara. Gedman
- with his distinctive squint, helicopterlike batting style, and narcoleptic charm
- is a heckler's target who makes over
$1,000,000 a year. In his new book, How
I Made a Million Bucks Without Any Real
Talent Whatsoever, the reknowned
backstop explains how he has become
the beloved and well-rested superstar
he is today. The book also features a
fascinating foreword by Sox manager
Joe Morgan, who led the Sox to the
AL East title last year.

When he was a wee lad of 23, Rich
Gedman finally found the role model
he needed to become successful in his
chosen field. The man he modeled his
career after is former bad catcher and
now successful endorser/actor Bob
Uecker. Gedman reveals his master
plan for success and the rocky road
he took to get where he is today: A
platooned, light-hitting, squinty-eyed
millionaire, from Worcester, Mass.
Gedman's book is touchingly poignant
at times (almost Beaches-esque), intermittently nauseating, and thoroughly·
legible.
While he has many things to say
(some of them eve~_ worthwhile),

suffice it to say, don't wear hip waders
and a .45 around Mel, unless you're
looking for action.
She also succeeds with several hints
for mixing outdated opinions with an
up-to-date sensuality. "Stroke a man's
ear gently before breathing into it, ·
'Congress should be on trial, not Oliver
North.' ""Your hunk will be putty in
your dry, gnarled, twisted hands if you
tell him, 'McCarthy was my God.' "
"Prepare your man for a long, lusty
evening by telling him frankly, 'Martin
Luther King was the Anti-Christ.'"
The rest of the entertaining book is
a winner, as well. Nackey Loeb really
hit a long ball with this one. This book
is wonderful from its first line, "I've
never met a John Birch-er that I didn't
like," to the last, "Use these tips wisely ·
and become a powerful locomotive of
lust.. .just like me!"
Nackey Loeb's Guide to Lustful Living
is a must-buy.
-by Bob Durling
Gedman's writing suffers from the same
lack of vision that has plagued his
hitting. He only sees part of the picture.
He details his initial meetings with
Uecker and fellow pitiful-major-leaguecatcher-now-turned-success Joe Garagiola, but he neglects to tell us when
or where the meetings took place, let
alone what was said at them. Take this
excerpt, for example: "But I would have
to say the thing that convinced me that
I could be rich was my meeting with
Bob Uecker and Joe Garagiola. They
convinced me, and now look at me. I
bought a new Geo the other day, and
I didn't even have to get a payment plan.
It has cool floor mats." Gedman totally
glosses over a pivotal moment in his
life, and never mentions it again. For
the entire 213 pages (which is, coincidentally, his lifetime batting average
going into 1989), Gedman writes about
inconsequential occurrences, like the
time back in 1985 when his bubble-gum
card photo ·s ession was delayed for
three hours because he forgot how to
get to Fenway Park. Corpulent Sox GM
Lou "Second Helping" Gorman found
him at a convenience store in Kingston,
NH, discussing the relative merits of
the rock group Molly Hatchet, which
had just played a concert there.
Ge.d man does provide us with an
incisive view of a talentless ballplayer
who is thriving at a position desperately
in need of someone to play it. He
describes the incident in 1977 which
See GEDMAN, PAGE ELIZABETH

MAY YOU BURN IN HELL, 1989, PAGE DAVID

LAP HOS ·NEE DS ORG ANS !
We've all read the sad tales in the daily papers . Youngster after youngster,
slowly fading away, making a desperate appeal for that one organ that will

Iggy Intestine says,
"Please -- help the
under-organed!"

turn their frown upside-down.
We here at LAPHOS are not immune to these pleas. Indeed, we listen to them
with the most sympathetic ear possible, given today's technology.
That's why we created the

LAPHqS Organ Bank.
We've all heard the disparaging remarks about college students of this era;
it's said we're selfish, and no longer give a hoot about others. It's said that
we only look out for ourselves.
Now is your chance to prove the nay-sayers wrong. Now is your chance to
do a good deed for other people.
Now is your chance to donate that organ you never use.

Think about your spleen for a second. What does it do? Who knows! It can't
be that important. Yet some poor waif's life depends on receiving a new one.
Why not give yours up?!
The same goes for your small intestine. Don't worry about donating it; you've

750

got a large one to take up the slack. You'll not be inconvenienced one tiny bit.
Yet you could turn a small child's life around.

LAPHOS has made the important act of organ donation quick and easy. Anyone
can do it by just following these three simple steps.

1. Remove the organ of your choice from your body.

500

2. Scrub it thoroughly, using Palmolive liquid.

3. Place it in a large manilla envelope, along with our organ donation card,
found below, and mail to LAPHOS Organ Bank, P.O. Box 7, West Pheasant,
South Dakota, 08973.

Our goal is 1000
organs, but so far
we've only received 24. That
just isn't enough!
Please -- give
from your hear~.
Or give your
heart!

Remember -- you can change a child's life.

~------------------------------------------,

- YES ,
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I'd love to donate an unnecessary
organ! Enclosed please find my (check one)

SPLEEN
_-

SMALL INTESTINE

COLON

LUNGS

_

LIVER

OTHER _ _ __

_N O ,

I wouldn't like to donate an organ. But
enclosed please find my favorite recipe.

-------------------------------------------J

LAPH OS

-by Bob Durling
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MACON, GEORGIA, 1989, PAGE ELIZABETH

PUZZLE PAGE
MATCH THE CAPTION WITH THE ILLUSTRATION!
1. "You put too much nutmeg in the eggnog, Billy!"
2. "Hey, she can handle a slotted spoon with the best of them."
3. "If I only had the tough, leathery skin of a rhino!"
4. "Yeah? Well, I seen a guy do it with two shopping carts!"

5. "Circular saws are dangerous, if used carelessly."

C.

B.

A.

l....

D.

E• .

GEDMAN

-...............................................................................................................................,. .
M )-~ ...................................................................................., , ,......, , , .
.
(continued from page ary
gave him his trademark squint, a mishap
that is much too complicated to go into
here. Suffice it to say that it took several
hours to get all the Cheez Wiz and
model ·glue out of his eyes. He also
reveals his treatise on hitting ("I just
swing and hope I hit it."), Wade Boggs
("What a dope. Margo was a serious
woofer. Even I could see that."), the
way he manages the Sox pitchers ("I
itch my crotch a lot and they throw good
pitches. Sometimes my hand hurts
because Clemens throws so hard."),
and his All-Star Game appearance ("I
know it looked dumb when I came out
on the field with the National League
team, but I planned it that way. I just
wanted to make the kids laugh. And
boy, did they ever."). Gedman calls
his World Series experience "neat,"
and refers to manager Joe· Morgan as
"real smart"

The book also features a foreword
by Morgan, who remains a master at
pointlessness. Here is an excerpt:
When they asked me to write this
for Rich's book, I said, "Life is kind of
like linoleum floor tiles. Except for the
cheese." And I meant it. Rich is a great
guy, just like my pal, Mac, the guy who
used to run the snowplows on 495. I
think he'll hit five, maybe six, clingers
this year. But didn't Voltaire once say,
"A baseball season is like a McDonald's
apple pie: You have to watch out for
the hot filling"? I'm not sure. Six, two
and even.
Gedman provides us with some
interesting and often inconsequential
hints on life and linoleum:
• When laying down carpet, make sure
the floor is clean and free of effluvium.

Then take a nap.
• When I'm beat and tired of all the crap
from those media jerks and getting boos
from the dumb fans, I like to take a
bubble bath. It's nice. It relaxes me.
You should too.
• Don't waste all those twist ties. Keep
them and make a pretty Christmas
ornament. You'll sleep better. I guarantee it.
• Watch Match Game reruns whenever
you can. They're real educational and
relaxing. Bret Somers is one lady who
knows how to carry herself. Make the
kids watch it, too.
How I Made a Million Bucks With No
Real Talent Whatsoever is an aimless

attempt by Rich Gedman to cash in on
a popularity only he seems to be aware
of. But as far as cheesy bios by mediocre
ballplayers go, this one ain't that bad.
-by Jay Kumar

AUNT MAY HAS A BIG CHIN 1989, PAGE SUSAN

i Bill Cosby's Sweater Collection:

Tacky Togs,

•

m
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l or Insidious Subliminal Laugh-Inducers?
Without a doubt, the most successful
television sitcom of the 1980s is "The
Cosby Show." Bill Cosby has gone from
successful comedian/actor/pitchman to
immensely successful comedian/actor/pitchman. One of the more
distinctive featu res of the show has been
Cosby ·s never-ending supply of loud
sweaters. Each show has Cosby wearing
a different, colorful, monumentally expensive, yet ultimately horrendouslooking sweater. On the surface, this may
be just another case of life imitating bad
art, with Cosby's sweaters analogous to
a "U.S. Acres" Sunday strip. But we at
LAPHOS pride ourselves on looking
beneath the surface, or under rocks or
whatever. So we decided to set our staff
of investigative aardvarks to discover the
secret behind the continued mega-success
of "The Cosby Show." The show continues to top the ratings, despite the fact
that it ran out of new ideas three years
ago. Certainly Cosby's immense popularity, apropos of his swelled head, has
a lot to do with it, but we have discovered
a more disconcerting reason for his show's
dominance. Why do people laugh at
unfunny jokes? As a wise man once said,
"It's all in the sweater." Read on.
They seem innocent enough. Large,
vibrant, Rorschack-test-like outbreaks
of fabric. Designs of plant life, small
kangaroos, oil tankers and big shoes
adorn these ludicrous lint-collectors.
Geometrically-mutated leather patches
are strewn carelessly over some of these
creations. One critic has gone so far as
to call them "fetid melted-crayon accidents." So what? They're ugly sweaters.
No big deal, right? Wrong.
In actuality, these sweaters are part
of the most devious plot to enslave our
minds since "The Phyllis Schlafly Variety
Hour" traipsed across our TV screens
in the late 1970s. Those seemingly
harmless sweaters actually house little
subliminal images that work on the
subconscious level, in effect forcing us
to laugh at his blathering tirades about
pudding or some other household item,
which he may or may not sponsor.
According to Dr. Erno Schpluckel, our
expert on all matters subliminal, Cosby's
sweaters are the latest in "mind control
fashion technology." The Communist
regimes of the Iron Curtain are at the
forefront of this alarming, yet all too real,
threat to our mental stability.
"This is a frightening new trend, this
subliminal sweater stuff," says Dr .
Schpluckel. "I believe its roots lie in the
Youth Explosion of the 1960s and '70s.
With all the crazy music and drugs and
sex and what have you, these kids were
easy prey for the subliminal bell bottoms,
wide lapels and loud shirts that we_re

A LAPHOS Report

prevalent at the time. What do you think
made the tykes go crazy? It was the
clothes, I tell you, the clothes. Those poor
kids are now soulless husks. It's a shame."
The menace had been apparently
eradicated for a while, as the early 1980s
brought on ·a wave of conservative dress
and trimmed sideburns. But, as Schpluckel reveals, it was really a sleeping giant,
awakened by NBC's desperate need to
top the ratings. The network had been
languishing in last place for years, and
despite the gallant efforts of such shows
as "Diff'rent Strokes," "Hello Larry,"
and "Supertrain," the '80s did not look promising.
NBC's salvation lay in a secret meeting
between network president Brandon
Tartikoff and Soviet dissident comic
Yakov Smirnoff. Smirnoff had successfully
defected in 1982, and his cult-like popularity was directly due to the use of
subliminal clothing. Reports of his standup success reached Tartikoff's desk, and
a meeting was arranged. LAPHOS has
obtained a transcript of the clandestine
affair, which was taped by a secret CBS
microphone hidden in the women's
bathroom of the Beverly Hills White
Castle restaurant. The following is a
crucial portion of the transcript.
Tartikoff: All right, Smirnoff. What's
the deal with that fur hat of yours?

•,·,·.
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Smirnoff: Well, you see, funny thing
happened to me on way to Soviet comedy
club. I noticed a riot in long bread line.
Two old women were fighting over last
piece of Wonder bread when large soldier
walks over and they stop. I ask how he
quieted down screaming shrews and
received sharp blow to frontal lobe. While
on ground in daze, I notice words "CEASE
AND DESIST" shaved into fur hat. With
help of local sublimin~l expert, I made
one that said, "LAUGH NO MATTER
WHAT I SAY." I become huge star and
come to America. What a country! Did
I ever tell you about-Tartikoff: All right, Smirnoff, cut the
crap! Do you expect me to buy all that
hogwash?
Smirnoff: But is true!
Tartikoff: Really?
Smirnoff: For certain.
Tartikoff: Wow.
Tartikoff's "Wow" began a series of
events that have changed the face of
popular entertainment as we know it. He
commissioned the use of subliminal
sweaters ori- his new _hit "The Cosby
Show," which was in its second year. To
test the fledgling process, he ordered the
use of "intentionally unfunny scripts" to
see how the audience reacted. These
scripts were written by Tartikoff himself,
under the assumed name Ethel Merman.
The unfunny shows were such a huge
success that NBC began using the
subliminal clothing in almost all its shows,
most notably such offerings as "My Two
Dads," "ALF," and "Nightingales." In
the case of the last show, subliminal
lingerie was used to enhance viewer
excitement during the 34-minute seminude aerobic scenes. The show's ratings
went through the roof, and divorce rates
in major metropolitan markets rose
dramatically.
NBC isn't the only guilty party. CBS
has used the process on "Newhart," with
its popular characters Larry, Darryl and
Darryl. Other offenders include ABC's
"Mr. Belvedere" and "Perfect Strangers,"
and the syndicated game show "Win, Lose
Or Draw." On the latter, host Bert Convy
has managed to parlay a totally moronic
and pointless show (with an equally idiotic
host) into an unequivocal success. He
has used sweaters similar to Cosby's to ·
put his audience into a state of thrall. This
process has also invaded the movies, with
such movies as "K-9" and "Speed Zone"
utilizing it to make big bucks.
The subliminal clothing issue is one that
will not go away soon. As Dr. Schpluckel
says, "We're all guilty."
-by Jay Kumar
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BACK FROM THE DEPTHS OF BRANDY TRITON ...
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WHEN EVIL
DOERS DANGLE
PARTICIPLES,
WHEN SOCIETY'S
SLUGS SPLIT INFINITIVES, WHEN
THOSE WITHOUT
SHAME DOUBLE
THEIR NEGATIVES

... DICTIONARY
BOY AND GRAMM AR GIRL ARE
THERE!!!!
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o
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THEIR CONNECTION IS AN ASTRAL AVENUE OF
MORPHOPHONEMIC MADNESS ...

·_::~?I --

DICTIONARY BOY
AND GRAMMAR
GIRL!
BORN OF A FREAK LIBRARY SECURITY SYSTEM ACCIDENT (JSS # 1!),
PERIODICIALS CLERK
CHRISP. TATER AND MlCROFILM MAVEN AIMEE
KWON MYSTERIOUSLY
TRANSMUTE INTO THE
BOMBASTIC BIFORMATION!
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.. .WITH THE NEXUS OF A PROMPTORIUM AND A
THESAURUS, THE PAIR ARE TRANSFORMED
INTO-

.. .ON THIS FINE MONDAY AFTERNOON THE TWO
STROLL THE HALLS OF A POPULAR LOCAL GATHERING PLACE .. .
VERILY, DICTIONARY
BOY, WHAT IS A SEVEN
LETTER WORD FOR

I
)

71'

HA HA HA HA HA HA
HA!!!!

WOULD BE "VIS' GRAMMAR GIRL.

j
MEANWHILE, IN A POPULAR DEN OF DISCONCERTATION , DANGER APPROACHES ...

GRAMMAR GIRL'S AUDITORY AURICLE IS ASTOUNDED!
SIN.FUL SYNTAX, GRAMMAR BOY! LISTEN TO THE
IMPROPER USE OF THE
ENGLISH LANGUAGE!
THIS LOOKS LIKE A-JOB
FOR DICTIONARY BOY
..
AND GRAMMAR GIRL!!! ,I

.,

·
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WELL , THINK ABOUT IT. :.. · ..
l'D LIKE YOU TO COME .
LET ME DRAW YOU A MAP
SO YOU KNOW, 1WHERE

IT'S AT.. .
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GRAMMAR GIRL TAPS INTO DI
y ·t,
LEXICON LASER , THE SOURCE OF THEIR CONCORDANCE CARTE BLANCHE.

LIVING LOVING MAID (she's just a woman), 1989, PAGE TOMMY

THE OFFENDERS WINCE AS CERTAIN DEFEAT SEEMS IMMINENT.

H.NO, !READ ABOUT

4111

HESELOSERSINTIME.
HEY'RE SUCH JERKS. I
ET THEY'LL TRY T
UP.

i;~
/)::-:'
.·
· ......... .

THE HEROES PROCEED, UNDAUNTED BY THEIR ADVERSARIES'
MINDLESS MOCKERY

,G ENTLEMEN, I BELIEVt:.
YOU MEANT TO USE THE
--,QUEEN'S ENGLISH. BOTH
OF YOU ENDED YOUR
SENTENCES WITH PREPOSITIONS. WHEN YOU
SAID, "I JUST DON'T
(itKNOW WHO TO GO
. WITH," YOU SHOULD
, HAVE SAID, "I JUST DON'T
,KNOW WITH WHOM I
SHALL ATTEND."
1

• ••

'

\
\

GEE, l'M SORRY. WHAT I
REALLY SHOULD HAVE
SAID WAS "I JUST DON'T
KNOW WHO TO GO WITH,
BITCH!"

I

· WHENEVER LASCIVIOUS LOCUTION LETS LOOSE, THE ANTITURPITUDE TANDEM TOUCH DOWN. WHENEVER OBNOXIOUS
ORTHOGRAPHY OCCURS, DICTIONARY BOY AND GRAMMAR GIRL
WILL BE THERE!

• / ·! ATTUNEMENT GRAMMAR GIR~! LET US AWAY!

WHERE WILL THE .
POTENT PAIR
NEXT APPEAR? IN
YOUR TOWN, IN
YOUR CITY, WHEREVER CRIMES
AGAINST PROPER

ENGLISH USAGE
TRANSPIRE! SEE
YOU NEXT
MONTH, AND
DON'T FORGET
TO WRITE!!

• t

•;a~•..

By Ric Dube and Arthur Lizie
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-F1nster's plans

By Finster Q. McKay
Well, I can tell it's getting to be that
time of year again, sure as the toast'll
pop up after you push the button down,
except on those newfangled toasters I
can't figure out for the life of me. We've
got all these little gas station maps
spread out across the dining room table
that's got that nice stuff from F ranee on
it, like we're planning the Battle of The
Bulge or something. I fight my own battle
of the bulge every day, but I won't get
into that (Ha ha ha). The wife is getting
on my back about where we're going this
· summer. How the hell should I know
where we're going? I can't even fold up
those little maps to fit them back in the
glove compartment. Beats me why they
call it a glove compartment anyway. All
the missus ever keeps in the glove compartment, we used to call them glove
boxes in my day and they didn't have
any use then either, are little packets of
sugar and ketchup and salt that she puts
in her pocketbook everytime we go to
get hamburgers at the McDonalds. I tell
her she shouldn't do it; what's the
matter?- don't we have good enough salt
at home. In my book, salt is salt. The doc
told me to lay off salt on account of the
bad ticker and all, so why do I need extra
.. salt anyway? So I should wake up some
morning and find myself dead, clutching
my chest like that short French guy on
the horse? Then she'll always tell me to
let her worry about the salt and to keep
l
!my eyes on the road. Sure as ten dimes
will buy you a dollar, she says it every ·
time. Anyway, in all my years, I've never
seen anyone put gloves in a glove compartment.
Of course, this summer we won't need
any gloves because it will be as hot as
that bear's fur must get when he's putting out those fires. I mean, when I was
younger, I didn't need much more than a
t-shirt and a pair ·of boxers to clear the
driveway, smack dab.in the middle of
· January. Course I needed a shovel too,
but that goes without saying. You work
hard enough, you don't get. cold. At least
that's .what my Pop told me. In .my day .
we didn't have all these skeeddos and
duck jackets to keep warm. Matter of
fact, nowadays I don't wear much more
than a t-shirt and a pair of Bermudas.
Course that's down in Tucson where Betty lives in the condo with the birds out
back. Betty's the wife's sister. My sisterin-law. The wife's baby sister. Of course
I've got other names for her.
I like to call Betty Gummo, after that
I
olden movie star because she walks
around in her bathrobe like she was the
Queen of Sheba without her teeth. Not
that the Queen of Sheba walked around
without her teeth, but Betty's all gums.
And don't tell the nfissus I call her Gum-

i

mo or I'll catch the wrath of the Amazon
Queen (and don't tell her I call her that
or I'll never hear the end of it, not that I
can hear as well as I used to anyway).
Betty gets my hackles up. I mean she's
okay as a sister-in-law, but I don't like
her. Why, last summer when we were
eating hot dogs and toasting marshmallows down in Arizona, the night when
the big thing was in the sky, Betty came
up to me and ~aid, "Finster, do you think
you could move your jalopy so the kids
could go to the dance?" Well, that got
my dander up and it hasn't been down
since. At least not about Betty. Jalopy?
Jalopy! I'll jalopy her. Does she know
how much I paid for that thing? I don't remember myself how much I paid for the
old roadster, but it wasn't cheap like
these foreign cars made out of plastic today. And it was back in the days when a
dollar was a dollar and we didn't have

·

One time, before me and Tank were
married, not that we were ever married
to each other, we just don't do those
type of things, we just took off for a
crazy weekend south of the border. This
was back before all those illegal aliens
were _coming over the border with the Tequila and the pinatas that are swinging in
the air. Boy, did we have a wild time.
Course, I can't remember any of it. I had
a little too much to drink that night when
we wound up in a Tijuana jail without our
pants. Well, Tank had a pair of pants,
but they weren't his. I wonder what we
did that night? Course, that was a long
time ago, before the time at the restaurant when the wife spilled some of that
burning stuff on a stick in my lap at one
of those Chinese food places where you
go and get the stuff with all the chunks in
it that makes you pretty thirsty. And you
only get little__ cups of tea, not that I like

I don 1t have a bat 1s idea in
Belgium where we 1re going for
.
.
vacation...
rr•••

•
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Japanese people buying up the baseball
teams. I mean we were fighting the Japanese back then, not buying little cars that
explode from them. And our little baseball teams didn't lose to them then, either. That's when a dollar was still a dollar,
not like it is today, like I said.
So, down in Tucson it's really hot.
Hot. But I mentioned that before. Can't
even go t9 the beach, just those swimming pools that get the stuff.in your eyes
that make them hurt like the dickens.
And that one· time I slipped off the diving
board and almost cracked my skull open
and it wasn't like in tha.t rriovie with the
funny guy when he saw the beautiful
woman in the pool until his wife, who
was a looker herself, saw them. Things
like .that just don't happen to me nowadays. t don't mean bteakin' the noggin on
the diving board, which did happen to
. me, like I said, but meeting pretty women
when my eyes hurt from the water. Now,
Tank's one for meeting pretty women. I
,clon~t rightly know if he can do it when
his eyes hurt, but I've seen him hook up
with a skirt in less time than it takes to
sing that song ab9ut the railroad engine
with the guys on it that's going through a
town with the kid who shines shoes
down south. I can't remember the name
of it though, but it used to be on the radio a lot back when the kaiser was up to
his old tricks there in Germany. Tank
sure is a swinger. Of course he's married
now and I suspect Pearl keeps him in line
pretty good. But you know, he'll never
•hear the end of that incident last Thurs- ··
day.

tea, I'm a coffee man myself. Black, two ·
sugars. Way it's always been, way it'll always be, not that I want to get talking .
like those smart guys on the TV. The
wife takes home some of the little
packets of that sauce that she never uses
unless we~re in one of those Chinese places anyway. Some things just don't make
sense.
Well, like I said, I don't have a bat's
idea in Belgium where we're going for vacation this summer. I was thinking of getting one of those big houses on wheels,
the kind where you can sleep while
you're driving and even go to ·the bathroom if you want to. The wife isn't sure -_
about that idea, she seems to think we're
going to see Betty again, but I've got
ideas of my own, except Fm not sure
what they are at the moment. Course, it
doesn't matter where we go, because no
matter what, when we get about ten
miles -away from home, the wife will think
she left the iron on and the house is burning dowri. We'ye been going on trips
since right after·we got that President
who looked like a kernal of popcorn with
glasses on, right after the Big One,
Double-u, Double-u, Two, and the house
hasn't burned down yet, near as I can
tell. Except for that time when I fell asleep while smoking a cigar and watching
some Red Sox guy I can't remember, Bill
Mumbojumbo or something, and the sofa
darned near burned up, and me with it.
Boy was the wife mad. But that's another
story. So, I guess I had better get back to
the maps and plan out the old summer
vacation. Bah.
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University Forum
What I have learned

Working with Durham Tow~ c ·o uncil
By Nancy Valer:io

By Gordon A. Haaland
-During the last eight months, I have had the
opportunity to visit with small groups of students
in several of our residence halls and occasionally
in open meetings in the Memorial Union. I have
learned much from these sessions and thought it
would be good to share what I learned.
The students I met clearly have a lot of pride.
In general, they think highly of their opportunities
here. They also appear to value their friends and
feel pretty good about the spirit which exists at
UNH . ~tudents obviously care about their University.
A number of issues arose, however, that are worthy
of U niversity concern, and I would like to relate
some of those. Several students observe that the
University is occasionally bureaucratic. Sometimes
we do respond to small problems with big policies
and · in so do ing forge t t h at we are dealin g wi th
individuals. We all need to respond in more helpful
and problem-solving ways rather than simply doing
things as they have always been done. Bureaucracies
are useful when they are helpful and humane.
I continue to hear concerns about numbers of
courses and the availability of courses. While we
have made good strides this year, it is an area the
University must continue to address.
In the aftermath of our plans to build a new dorm,
many students expressed concern over the size of
the University and its potential growth. I believe
this is a legitimate concern since people like the
current size of the University. It is our expectation
that growth is not likely to occur for many years
and, just to remind everyone, the new dorm is aimed
at the currently enrolled student population, not
to provide us with additional housing for additional
students.
As I visited our residence halls and other buildings,
it is clear that the physical condit~on is not uniform.
Some of them are in excellent shape and the students
are satisfied with living conditions while in others
we clearly have much work to do. Smith Hall
particularly needs to undergo a major renovation,
and it remains our plan to do that as soon as possible.
Each summer, we do considerable renovation and
rehabilitation of residence facilities. I am particularly
pleased with the changes we have been able to make .
in Stoke Hall.
A common concern among students is cost. Clearly
the University remains a very good bargain· for
the undergraduate student from New Hampshire
and although our costs are quite a bit higher for
out-of-state students, they remain lower than most
of our competitors.
Nevertheless, this is an area· that we need to
monitor, even as we must necessarily and appropriately increase costs. We do not want to exclude
students who ought to. be here, particularly from
New Hampshire, simply because they cannot afford
it. Our financial aid plans become increasingly
important in this regard.
Finally, I was struck by the eloquence of one of
· our minority students. He talked about the racism
he personally has faced and the need for this
University to do more in committing ourselves
to a friendly, positive environment for all students
and the value and importance of increasing our
minority population. In this, I can only say that
we do have a long way to go, but the issue needs
to be very carefully and effectively addressed.

Obviously, we are not without our problems or
challenges. I must say, however, that I am gratified
by the enthusiasm of our students and their
appreciation for the faculty and for what they are
learning. While there are some concerns over the
number and opportunities for social activities outside
of class, it is also clear that students make of the
University what they will. Some take great advantage
of it, others not so much.
In general, I believe there are a number of things
that we need to continue to do to be a humane,
effective institution of higher learning. I appreciated
the opportunity to visit and the candor with which
these students discussed many difficult problems.
(Someone did mention something about parking!)
Nonetheless, I want to thank you .f9r your thoughts.
In closing, I hope you all do well with finals, and ·
I look forward to seeing everyone next Fall.

~~o~
. Presid~~t

During the past year efforts have been made to considering the press we've been receiving this
bridge the gap between students and administrators. semester. If we want the council to honestly respect
One of these steps include the establishment of our position and our points of view, we've got to
a position of a Student Representative/Exofficio show that we do have some commitment to Durham.
member for the'Durham Town Council. This is If all that they see is a lack of respect they are going
a positive step, not only for students, but for the to continue to falsely believe that during the four
Town, and the University. This position will ensure years here students think they are "exempt" from
that students are at least considered in every step the requirements of the other citizens, and they
of each decision making process. Students will be are going to continue to "exempt" us from some
able to get their opinions expressed, not through of the decision making processes. What are some
the voice of an administrator, but through one of of the ways to get the town's respect? One of the
their peers. I was lucky enough to be chosen as the methods was done last week: Pride Day. The many
representative this year. One of the responsibilities participants in Pride Day showed not only pride
I have is to write a monthly article in The New in their univeristy, but Durham too. We need to
continue doing the things we did during pride day,
Hampshire to let you know about town events.
I have been going to Town meetings for about · keeping th e town neat, this is just a small step,
three weeks and have developed a lot of respect but it will work wonders in the eyes of the town.
Some of the other things the tow n is wo_rking
for the other town councilors, and I feel they have
reciprocated that respect. I have received a warm on: they are establishing a recycling system. It will
welcome frorri the council, and I think they are all begin on a voluntary basis during the summer, but
looking forward to the year ahead to work together. on J anuary first it will be mandatory. It is really
There are many issues which concern both students important for students living in Durham, (but not
and town, and our united efforts will certainly be in the residence halls) to be aw are of this. The
positive for everyone. There are obviously many University halls will not be involved in this because
issues which we don't agree on, and there are times it is an expensive procedure, and they can't afford
when the students' image is less than positive, (just it, yet.
Finally, I would like to mention some of the goals
as there are times I feel the town's image is less
than positive) but these are certainly to be expected, the council discussed during our day-long retreat.
These goals are those of individual members. They
and even more, they ~re productive.
I think that the most important thing I have include: parking at the library, wetlands and historic
learned has to do with our image. When I first met distric preservation, affordable housing, water
with the council to discuss our goals and objectives quality, water and sewer policy, drug enforcement,
for the next year, one of the things I mentioned recodification, establish a natural emergency
is that the town council needs to improve their communication network~ community functions,
image to the students. I think that many times UNH economic developments. Other items discussed:
and Durham are percieved as an "us vs. them" type observance of Martin Luther King Day instead of
of situation. If they start to assume a more positive Fast Day, impact of Pease AI-B closure on Durham.
I have a mail box in the Student Senate office,
role, I think students will find them more approachable, and be able to address their concerns to them. in the MUB, please leave me messages if you have
They all agreed that more involvement and any questions, comments, problems, or gripes. I
communication with each other will help this want to improve communication and to get results,
but if I don't know what your concerns are, they
situation.
However, during one meeting, one of the won't be addressed. I will be here all summer working
councilors approached me with a question about with the Town, and I -want to be working on what
the students' image to the council. I feel that this you feel needs to be done, so please contact me!
is a valid question, and needs to be addressed. It Have a great summer!
·
.
·
. .
·
is safe to say that many people in Durham feel that,
students have a disregard for community. It is fairly I.Nancy ValeNo IS the Stude_nt Representatwe for
e.tsv to see wher~ they get this oerspect~ve the Durham Town Council.

Reflections from two g·raduating seniors
By Jay Gould and Larry Donovan
First of all, yes we are graduating!!! · After four
Jong, dimcu1t, laborious years we are finally leaving
UNH. No more late papers, no more excuses, no
more parking or library fines, no more finals flagged
or otherwise and finally, no more bureaucratic red
tape. From all of-0ur experiences we would like
to relate to you some of the finer things about a
college career. A little advice:
Social Life:. (This had to be first!)
1) It is a good idea to get to know the .University
and Durham Police ... Right, Larry?
2) If you don't have a fake ID--GET ONE! If
not, then at least get to know your bouncers and
·
bartenders.
3) Get to know and respect your- Greek System
and some of its members. Parties are tough to come
~
by.
4) Never tap the keg--let others do the dirty work.
~) Use condom sense (so they tell us), and don't
drink and drive.
6) Never miss the specials downtown on Tuesday
night, and always remember, the weekend starts
on Wednesday at 5 pm and ends on Sunday with
a hangover.

Academic Life: (What little there was.)
1) Never buy your books until the last minute-sometimes teachers don't get to use them and you
could have used the money downtown.
2) Procrastination pays--busy people have good
excuses.
3) Always take a class with a friend who takes .
good notes for when you blow it off.
4) Your GPA is not the most important numeric
measurement there is about you.
5) Gut courses aren't as easy as you think, at least
',>r some of us .

6) This is already too much to say about Academic

-

Life.

· Administrative Life: (Our views of T-Hall from
afar.)
1) Gordon Haaland--a hard worker who is often
judged too quickly.
2) J. Gregg Sanborn--an administrator that .
everyone can relate to.
Other Generalizations:
-Always go to the person in charge first.
-Never let them say 'TH get back to you."
-It's actually the secretaries who run their offices.
-Never believe this statement: "We have no
control over that line item."
-Find out who the students were when they say,
"We had student input right from the beginning."
3) (Overall) Never turn yot1r back on an
administrator.
These may not apply to everyone, but we are sure,
that somewhere along the way you can find
somei:hing you can relate co. All in all, our
experiences here have been fun, sad, crazy, calm,
but that's what college is all about. To those of you
we have worked with, thank you for your time. To
those of you we have become friends with, thank
you for your patience and your company. UNH is
a great place to spend four enlightening years, four
t h ~ will not soon forget (and, yes, only four).
Ma~he best of it, and remember, you only live
once.
Sincerely, with fond memories and sad goodbyes,
Jay Gould and Larry Donovan
........,
1' .~.;...,.. I.C~·-1
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Letters
Challenge
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
1989 Senior Challenge. Earlier in
the semester, I received a letter
asking for a contribution to this
program. This letter was followed
by a telephone call which explained
to me what the program was all
about. The person on the phone
explained that my pledge would be
used to assist University faculty,
students, and academic programs
in future years. So why not? It was
only $125 spread over a five year
period and only $10 of it had to be
paid this year.
A few weeks later I received a
thank-you letter from the University. I can remember my friends
asking me what it was for, and I
explained that I had pledged some
money. I soon realized that none
of my friends had participated in
this program that I found so
worthwhile, and moreover, had no
plans to contribute in the future.
But what really bothered me was
the fact that the reasons they gave
made no sense. Their attitudes were
basically that of "Hey, I'm outta
here," and "Who gives a shit what
happens to UNH!" This quickly
caused an argument between my
friends and I and some of their
arguments for not contributing also
included, "What has this school
done for me?," 'Tm not giving
money to Haaland," and 'Tm
already paying tuition, that 's
enough!"
I can't tell you how they may feel
about UNH, but I can tell you how
I feel. First of all, I care about what
happens to UNH in future years,
I am still very proud of this school.
And in future years, I will continue
to be proud when I say that I am
a UNH alumnus . I can look back
at my years at UNH as a time and
place where I matured as a person,
furthered my education with the
help of caring faculty, and made
many friends in the process. These
are but a few of the reasons why
I contributed.
At this point, I would like to look
at some of my friends arguments
for not contributing. One of them
being, 'Tm not giving m.oney to
Haaland!" This argument makes
no sense based on the fact thay any
contribution to the University can
be earmarked to go to any school
or program you felt were most
useful to you, instead of contributing
to a general slush fund of which
Gordo Haaland and the boys at the
top control.
Another popular reason given
was the old, "I have no money,"
excuse. For those of you who "cry
poor" during your senior year, think
about what $10 buys right now. A
couple of trips to the tanning salon -

or maybe thr~e shots at Nick 's.
Come on!
I feel like I am starting to preach
at this point and that is not the
intent of the letter. What I intend
was fur Seniors to consider what
they have gotten out of UNH as
graduation approaches and perhaps,
to have a little more pride in their
school. A parting thought to those
of you who do not feel it is worthwhile to contribute to this University; think how foolish you will look
in the future when you are wearing
that UNH sweatshirt you bought.
Or didn't you realize? Du~ to lack
of funds, UNH has become the New
Hampshire extension of Barbizon
Modelling School.
Francis D. Lanio
· with added insight by,
Robert M. Tyszko
Graduating Seniors

Gents
To the Editor:
On Friday, April 21, 1989, the
New Hampshire Gentlemen performed for the preschool through
fifth grade students at Elm Street
Elementary School, Laconia, New
Hampshire. This was their only
elementary school performance for
the year. The price of admission
was a canned good for the needy
of the community.
At this time I would like to
publicly thank the New Hampshire
Gentlemen. They provided an
entertaining show, paired it with
community awareness, and then
made an effort to talk personally
with as many children as possible.
It was a pleasure to have these
young men in our school and we
look forward to their return in the
future. I would highly recommend
that other schools consider them
for their upcoming assemblies.
Sincerely,
Marie T. Samaha

French
To the Editor:
I'm writing about an article that
appeared in Tuesdaf s May 2nd
edition regarding Margaret Copeley, the struggling French student.
It's distressing and disheartening
to realize such bureaucratic red tape
occurs in a more personalized
(supposedly) smaller, departmental
setting as well as in the greater
administration on campus.
I'm writing this in support of Ms.
Copeley's struggle- it seems to me
(according to the article) she has
proven beyond a reasonable doubt
that she is competent in the language of French and has completed
the criteria for a French degree.
Why give her the run around? Why
try to make her take courses that
are not required to receive a bachetor's degree in French? Haven't you
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taken enough of her money?
To Ms. Copeley, it's great to see
a woman like yourself fighting so
fervently for your rights and with
so much perserverance! More power to you! Good luck!
Sincerely,
Ji].l Hamilton

Good Luck
To the Editor:
As a citizen of Durham for over
twenty-seven years I take this
opportunity to wish all students
great and small a wonderful
summer break (for those who will
be returning in the fall), and a
successful life ahead for those who
are about to graduate.
Recommended reading in the
interests of additional learning and
additional intellectual maturity:
Destructive Gen eration (2nd
Thoughts about the '60's) by Peter
Collier and David Horowitz. Some
professors would prefer that you
not read this book ; but why not
question the authority of those who
question authority? A seconddimensional concept worth checking out.
Good luck, and hang in there.
Sincerely,
Mac McClean
USMC(Ret.)

Safe-rides
To the Editor:
An organization on this campus
which is both praise-worthy and
under-utilized by their own admission is Safe Rides. I am a senior
graduating in two weeks and only
recently learned about Safe Rides
and how it is run. Safe Rides is an
organization that consists of students helping students. On Friday
and Saturday nights from 10 p.m.2 a.m. a student can call Safe Rides
fur a "safe ride" home. A Safe Rides
driver will pick you up from anywhere in the area - Portsmouth,
Rochester, Dover, Newmarket not only Durham. They will only
bring you home, not to another bar
or party.
UNH is one of the few universities/ colleges in the nation that
offers this service for their students.
So the next time you are thinking
of walking by yourself, drinking
and driving or your car has broken
down, another option exists: Call
Safe Rides!
Tracy Parpan

Spain
To the Editor:
Just some thoughts from Granada, Spain. I'm spending my junior
year abroad here, and every now
and then I receive The New Hampshire, which, by the ~ay, seems to

be filled quite often with depressing
news. Lately I've read about the
naked dishwasher, budget cuts and
tuition hikes, having to pay for a
cold pack - what the Hell is the
mandatory $85 to Health Services
for?! I can't BELIEVE we have to
pay for a cold pack - what a joke!
And if we never go to Health
Services all year, do we get a refund?
Somebody 's getting rich somewhere. The new 600 bed dormitory
-such controversy. Yes, UNH needs
mote housing, but with all those
letters of adament opposition I've
read, this doesn't seem like the
appropriate site, Gordon. Roll
again, and don't pass GO without
paying your $85 health fee.
Let's see ...what good news have
I read. The UNH Outing Club is
finally going on a Parachute Trip.
I've waited 3 years for this, and
when they finally get around to it,
I'm in Spain! Happy jumping. What
else ... oh yeah, I read in the personals
that somebody actually returned
a jacket that they stole aJ a frat
party ... a happy ending to a lost
jacket story. No smoking in the
MUB anymore, finally. We can now
socialize, breath, and eat frozen
yogurt at the same time. What else
is there?!
Did you know that our campus
here in Granada has no MUB? In
fact, it would be difficult to call this
a campus. Different buildings with
classrooms, and perhaps a small,
one-room library, are scattered all
over the city (pop. approx. 300,000).
And we, myself included, can occasionally be heard complaining
about having to hike over to Area
III for a Math gen ed . at UNH.
Dining halls ... Whoa! I've eaten at
the Univ. of Granada dining hall
twice and never will again. Fortunately I live with a family and eat
with them. Be thankful to have the
food and variety at UNH, really.
The food here that WAS slopped
on my plate made me feel like I was
in the military, and there is no such
thing as a salad bar, or ice cream
machine, or magic cookie bars, or
even milk! Water or cheap wine.
The University here has 30,000
students and I have seen only a few
dormitories. In total, they house
probably as much as Stoke and
Congreve combined.
I could go on forever with the
"Be Thankful For" list, but I
suppose you could do the same with
the "Problems" list at UNH. I'm
not complaining about the university here .. .it's just different, a bit ·
more deprived, but I've adjusted.
And all of us in Durham, NH should
try to remember, amongst all its·
problems, the good things we have
at UNH. Hasta Septiembre!
Susan Terravecchia
Junior Spanish Major

Spirit
To the Editor:
I went to a small private school
where there was a tremendous
amount of school spirit towards
homecoming, campus events and
especially sports. When I came to
UNH, I figured that since this
university is about a hundred times
larger than my high school it may
have just as much school spirit. Yet
all I find is apathy-- towards
homecoming, the greek week, pride
day, winter carnival, sports, and
other events.
Do people realize the amount of
work that goes into planning these
events, orthe work the athletes do,
sacrificing their time, to represent
the university? Well, being on a
sports team here myself, I know,
and it would be nice to think that
our fellow students realized this
and came to watch the sports events,
or participated in the other campus
events.
These aren't mere complaints,
I just think a little more school spirit
is in order, that's all.
Sincerely,
William Bjork

Music
To the Editor:
In regards to Frank Juston's
editorial cutting down Gregory
Scouras' Forum article, "Enough
Junk Food," I am in near total
agreement. I was, however, upset
to see his unbelievably narrowminded slam on progressive music.
What a hypocrite!
He wants to have his cake and
eat it, too. How can he expect
Scouras to accept the pop music
lyricists of the 80's when he,
himself, can't even accept the most
innovative and new musical field
of the 80's--Progressive Rock.
He can thank Progressive rock
for such bands as INXS, REM, The
Fine Young Cannibals, Erasure, U2,
UB40, Modern English, 10,000
Maniacs, Depeche Mode, and many
others. All these bands started out
in the Progressive forum and have
eventually supplied the pop market
with hits ranging from U2's incredible single " Pride (In The Name
Of Love)" to Talking Heads' single
"Burning Down The House."
Don't ever say that Progressive
bands " ...aren't good enough to be
accepted into the mainstream." The
list of Progressive bands that have
had hit singles in your beloved pop
world is five pages long. Wake up!
Progressive music is new and
exciting. With bands as different
as The Cure and Elvis Costello, you
never know where the next song
will take you.
I do agree with you about WUNH
to some extent. Much of what they
play is so obscure and raw that it
is hard to like it. You would get a
much better representation of
Progressive Rock if you were to
listen to WKXL 102 .3 FM in
Concord or WFNX 101.7 FM in
Lynn, MA.
I'm not trying to convert you to
the world of Progressive Rock, I'm
just trying to get you to be aware
that Progressive music is a viable
alternative to pop music.
By the way, Edie Brickell and the
New Bohemians were Progressive
long before she let the pop world
know that she existed.
Sincerely,
Chad Matthews
Junior

WHY SHOULD YOU
JOIN THE NEW HAMPSHIRE?
l.Popcorn,pocorn,pop. corn!
2. It's a hipper place to
hang around . than the
Mub Pub. Do they have
satin pillow cases? I don't
think so.

You can't beat th
ental plan.
. Because some peopl
an smell colors.
5. We've been doing nuclear fusion in our darkroom for years.
6. We don't make you
read The /Iliad or "The
Yellow Wallpaper."
7. Get the scoop on the
number one newspaper
insider secret: The magic
of photosynthesis.
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Arts & Entertainment
Art Stud ents Exhibit Their Work
By Rob Corser
From now until the eleventh
of June, the University Art
Gallery is entirely dedicated to
the work of this year's graduating student artists. The exhibition is divided between the
Bachelor of Arts candidates
whose work is presented upstairs, and the Bachelor of Fine
Arts candidates who occupy the
lower level. There's a lot of art
here, representing a wide variety of styles, media and subject
matter, but without exception,
it all reflects a high degree of
professionalism. Both the artists
and the Art Gallery staff deserve
applause for creating a show
which is perhaps the finest our
cam pus has seen this year.
Sadly, there are simply too
many artists involved in the B.A.
Review for me to comment on
each. There is one artist however, whose work is so personally evocative that I must exp res s my appreciation .
Catherine Conway's sophisticated and sensual wall assemblages made of copper, slate,
earth and bronze greet Gallery
visitors immediately inside the
·door, and they set the tone for
the collection of work that
follows. Engaging exmaples of
photography, drawing, painting, printmaking, ceramics and
woodworking are presented in
a delightful sequence whose
excellence is outweighed only
by its variety.
Downstairs, the fruits of each

Bachelor of Fine Arts candidate's year long thesis project
are presented in a sensitively
curated ensemble. The tentative
quality that is often associated
with student artwork is almost
entirely absent in the work of
these eight artists, each of whom
deserves individual mention.
Heather Allen is a versatile
artist who is equally adept at
manipulating paint or sheets
of colored plexiglass. Her richest works however, are the small
collages made of colored paper
and shards of cloth, and her
monotypes like the one entitled
Winterspace. Ms. Allen deftly
uses the elements of color,
texture and collage to translate
and enliven her "self-created
spaces" in -a two dimensional
format.
Mary Johanna Brown is a
printmaker whose works are
"visual reactions to everyday
life experiences and ordinary,
often intimate spaces." From
this humble inspiration, she has
produced a body of tightly
controlled compositions which
are activated by their strong
light, active line and surehanded cropping.
Christopher Carroll, the only
sculptor involved in this year's
show, has created a collection
of intriguing objects which
share an elemental, gently curving form. A variety of materials:
wood, plaster, metal, and wire
are used in the artist's various
txplorations of the. "opposing

James R. Siener
Flipping Through, 1989
acrylic on canvas
15" X 19"

ideas of entrapment and det- ented behind sheets of glass
achment." These are technically which are meant to reflect the
wonderful works that leave me viewer's visage back upon itself.
wanting only to see how they Are we art viewer or voyeur?
might function on a larger, more Although the compositions are
, relatively placid, their presenpublic scale.
J oni Doherty is a painter cation creates a feeling of viwhose color sense is simply olence and a confrontationa l
astounding, and whose abstract reaction which the artist does
compositons combine the earth not handle adequately, and
tones and bright floral hues of which perhaps he did not fully
nature. Although her goal of anticipate.
James Siener is an abstract
"establishing and expressing
relationships" was lost on me, painter.whose works combine
I was very impressed with her taut geometric elements with
work, especially the virtuoso a transparent technique. This
drawing of her mixed media combination of almost hardhandmade book called Being and edged compositions with the
visible display of process is a
Not Being.
Julie Klett's paintings are result of what the artist calls
"intimate, abstracted landscapes his "search for that alluring
that focus on the atmospheric impossible aesthetic dream."
relationship between earth and An exciting duality is thus
sky." These small, colorful explored in paintings like Flipexplorations of the sublime light ping Through, which is one of
of thunderstorms are both vis- the highlights of the show.
This senior exhibition is the
ually and emotionally -evocative.
Painter Daniel Pouliot' s culmination of four, five or more
works combine figures in am- years of creative growth for each
biguous \eJ~t)~nshf_p.s for the : student,artist. Act\,lally,_the term
purpose ·of "pn'ysically and "stude'nt artist" is rnappropemotionally activating ·sp'ace." · ria_te, for she work presented
The ofte.{l primitive, ChagaU- here ·is of the highest caliber.
esque rendering is engaging, and The, 1989 Senior Bachelor of
there is ah emotional quality Fin'e Arts Exhibition and the
to this work, but I find its Senior B.A. Review reflects a
conscious evocation of ambigui- high level of professionalis,m
ty of be a somewhat question- and displays a sheer depth of
talent that would make any
able technique.
Dean Shelley's lush paintings University proud.
of homosexual er~:>tica are pres-

Heather Allen Winter Space, 1989
monotype with drypoint and
chine colle
8 1/2" X 8 3/4"

Have a safe and happy summer!
See you in the fall!
Love your hard-working arts staff:
93ess-, (fl)~, ~ "l11uvv, ~

Cl?Jedut, ~iffuut, and~
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Gents Song Festival
By Bess Franzosa
The New Hampshire Gentlemen lived up to their motto
of "Good Singing and Good
Times" Saturday night as they
presented their "10th Anniversary Spring Song Festival" with
the Chattertocks from Brown
University.
In the Past 10 years the
Gentlemen have gone from
singing on T-hall lawn for those
students lucky enough to be
passing by to consistantly filling
the Johnson Theater to its
capacity. Saturday, to accommodate their large and growing
following, the Gentlemen held
their 1989 Spring Concert at the
Field House. Unfortunately, the
new location held more drawbacks than benefits. That the
Gentlemen and Chattertocks
were able to overcome them and
present an enjoyable show was
much to their credit.
The main problem with the
Lundholm Gymnasium was the
level floor seating arrangement.
Not only did the folding chairs
create a claustrophobic atmosphere, but the view of the stage
was obstructed by audience
members and lighting equipment. The Gents performed a
hilariously creative number in
which the members took the
form of musical instruments,
business manager Paul Murphy
danced a waltz behind them, and
the conductor dropped his pants
as he began the song. Mose of
the action was lost to chose who
weren't seated in the front or
in the bleachers.
The acoustics in the gym are
passable, but the clanking metal
fans overhead constantly competed with the singers for the
audience's attention.
. These problems demonstrate
UNH' s need for a larger theater
to accommodate audiences of

~

this magnitude, as well as handicapped persons, suitably Gohnson Theater is not fully accessible and only holds about 800
people). It is not fair co the fans
or the performers that shows
such as chis one cannot be
enjoyed in an undistracting,
comfortable environment.
Despite these factors, both
the Gentlemen and the Chattertocks put on entertaining and
impressive performances.
The Chattertocks, although
some were dressed in flashy
attire such as glittering pins,
big hats, and silver gloves, were
a rather conservative group.
They seemed almost uncomfortable at first, remaining relatively tense and still.
As their portion of the show
progressed they began to loosen
up and wow the crowd with
their incredible voices and funny
. skits. If the audience's laughter
was any indication, most people
could identify with their "25,000
Dollar Pyramid" (Things you're
embarrassed to buy in a drugstore, Things you say to end a
relationship) and "The Top 10
Things you do when you should
be studying" (eat, clean your
room, call everyone you
know ... ).
Eve Yohalem received tumultuous applause for her solos in
"Stormy Weather" and the
Beatles' "Oh Darling." Yohalem's voice perfectly created an
atmosphere in the room which
made it difficult to concentrate
on anything but her.
Musical director Carolyn Bernstein was also impressive when
she sang "Besa Me Mucho"
(Kiss Me A Lot) and "Please."
Noc many female singers have
such strong, deep voices. Hers
literally filled the gym as she
sang, enveloping the crowd with
the words of the songs.
The Gentlemen came on

.::::r.,:t :·- ::::;:

the

stage next, looking as sharp as
ever in their formal black tuxedos. They managed to entertain
the crowd with some new songs
and intros, while keeping many
old favorites alive like Paul
Murphy's solo in "The Only
One.
Eagles songs were well represented Saturday night by
both the Chactertocks ("Seven
Bridges Road") and the Gentlemen. Dana Philbrick sang
"Desperado" beautifully, as the
room grew dark and he was
singled out by the bright spotlight. "Heartache Tonight" was
also good, especially with Scott
Perry's background "snare
drum" sounds.
The funniest moment of the
show was John Perrone's slow
morion replay of his magic
disappearing quarter trick. Jeff
Carlson's facial expressions as
he grabbed the quarter and
pocketed it kept people laughing
even into the next song.
This year's musical director,
senior Marc Laliberte, sang a
respeci:able solo during "Good
Love," and amused the audience
by dancing, flailing his arms
around, across the stage.
Alan Ammann, next year's
musical director, performed an
excellent version of "'Still the
One," prompting the loudest
applause of the evening and
paving the way for their standing ovation at the end of the
show.
There was a great deal of
"Good Singing" on stage, and
both performers and fans
seemed to have "Good Times."
Thus, the show was a sucess for
everyone - and hopefully 10
years from now the Gentlemen
will be singing their "20th
Anniversary Spring Song Festival" to even larger crowds in
a new·music hall on campus.
Happy Anniversary Guys!

.
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return of It Figures this Saturda
The Beat Cellar (aka Nicks Basement) at 47 Main St hos~
night. Catchthe band's,new lineup in action with Anastasia Screamed, from Boston.

Michael Par~ and Marina Orsini star
in Eddie and The Cruisers II: Eddie Lives
a movie which has prompted the quesci~n "Why?"

Summer
Preview

By Marc A. Mamigonian
Joker, and a cast of trillions.
"Summer. It turns me upside Industry insiders are holding
down. Summer, summer, their breath hoping for a megasummer. It's like a merry-go- bit, but not as much, I imagine,
round." Ric Ocasek once said as the financiers of the film.
these prophetic words, and it Whether or not Batman rakes
provides a catchy lead in co this in the bucks, you'd be hard
preview of summer movies and pressed co convince me chat you
have to spend $50 million to
stuff of chat ilk.
Summer, as most people make a good movie.
For those of you spending the
know, is traditionally the season
of big name releases and big box summer in good old New Hampoffice. Oh, yeah- it's also the shire, a welcome relief from
season of empty-headed, over- summertime movie pap can be
blown, pandering, and generally found at Dartmouth, with their
thoroughly forgettable movies. ongoing Ingmar Bergman serThis summer will be no excep- ies. It is runnning Saturday
tion, as we get Ghostbusters II, nights at 9:00 pm at the HopIndiana Jones and the Last kins Center, through the end
Crusade, Eddie and the Cruisers of August. It is a great chance
II(?!?), and goodness knows to see some Bergman films that
are not available on video, or
what ocher pre-sold gems.
Regarding ,Ghostbusters II, just hard co find. For Bergman
I can only snake my head in connoisseurs, it's a good chance
wonder. Ghostbusters was an to fill in some gaps; for beenjoyable film, although not in ginners, it's a great way co get
proportion co the money it to know the master.
Sadly, for chose of us who will
made, but it neither merited nor
needed a sequel. On the other be in the Durham area for the
hand, none of the stars of the summer, there's not much film
film- except Sigourney Weaver- excitement. The MUSO film
have done anything worth spit- series will be over, but fear not;
ting on since Ghost busters, it will be back next fall with a
especially the below contempt vengeance, featuring such diverse f.i.lms as Women On the
Dan Ackroyd.
The ocher two sequels are Verge of a Nervous Breakdown,
something else all together. The The Accused, Persona, and
third Indiana Jones film has Horsefeathers. True, this is of
great possibilities, as it teams little comfort during the
Harrison Ford with Sean Con- summer when good, tasty, films
nery as Indy's father, but it could are hard to find , but it is
ea s il y be as big- or bigger- a something to ponder on chose
di sa ppointment as T emple of hot summer nights.
Perso n ally, I w ill be seeing
Doom.
T hen the re is Eddie and the as ma ny films as humanly possible, except on J uly 13 and 14,
Cruisers II. Why?
The big release of the summer when Bob Dylan and The Who,
might be Batrnan, the 50-ish respectively, invade New Engmillion dollar spectacle with land. After all, man does not live
Michael Keaton as the masked by film alone. See you in the fall;
marvel , Jack Nicholson as the you've been lovely.
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TAKE A BREAK
RECREATE!

$1105
ENTRY LEVEL
PAY RATE

CANOE RENTALS
ON THE LAMPREY RIVER

• INTERVIEW

NOW •

BEGIN AFTER EXAMS

• GAIN VALUABLE BUSINESS EXPERIENCE
FOR RESUME
• BUILD COMMUNICATION SKILLS
• INTERNSHIPS & SCHOLARSHIPS POSSIBLE
FOR NEXT SEMESTER
• FUTURE MANAGEMENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE

!JI.

0
A

NOW OPEN

K

THE OAK ROCK BOAT HOUSE
RT. 108, NORTH ¥AIN ST.
AT THE LAMPREY BRIDGE
NEWMARKET, N.H. 03857
(603 )659-3295

• ALL MAJORS MAY APPLY
• DETAILS COVERED AT INTERVIEW

Clip & Save This Add For $4.00 Discount

'FOR EARLY CONSIDERATION CALL NOW
VECTOR MARKETING CORPORATION
Boston Suburbs.J (800)966-5555
Nashua NH/Lowell MA ...(603)891-1545
Worcester County ... 1(800)966-3692
Rhode lsland ...(401 )946-0150
Wakefield MA/North Shore ... (617)246-5308

South East MA ... (508)947-1006
South Shore/Plymouth MA ... (617)826-0640
Woonsocket RI/Blackstone Valley ... (401 )769-2429
Southern RI /Westerly Area ...(401 )596-6155
Portland/$. Maine ...(207)773-2233

P o rt s m o u t h N H / N e w b u r y P o rt MA

SPECIAL WEEKDAY STUDENT RATE
OPEN 7 DAVS A WEEK
9 AM - SUNSET
MAY-NOV

ON COAST BUS ROUTE

(603)964-8997

May 19, 1989
12-4
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FOR SALE

1985 HONDA ELITE 150 for $600 or BO
1981 HONDA CM400 low miles $600. Call
332- 7214 to see them.
Roland Juno 60 Synthesizer. 66 Full size
keys fully programmable wave form,
envelop etc $250. Call Gary 659-3382 M.
F 5-9
FOR SALE! YAMAHA SPORTS BIKE: 1 year
old, SRX-250, Looks and Acts Like 500cc
6 Gears, Red Lines at 100 mph. Excellent
condition 3400 miles $1800. For Info, Call
Ingrid 749-2101
1983 DODGE ARIES PREMIER, 4 door, very
low mileage, excellent condition, $2,500.
Call 603-664-2839 after 5:30 p.m. ·

1984 SUBARU GL-10 FWD STATION
WAGON. HAS ALL OPTIONS. EXCELLENT
CONDITION, SPOTLESS INERIOR. COMPLETELY DEPENDABLE, $3,950 or REASONABLE OFFER. 868-5122
1982 DATSUN TRUCK KING CAB, AM/FM
STEREO, 65,000 miles, $1000. 772-2275.
1977 Chevy C1 0 pick up. Very dependable.
$1000. Call Mike 456-8184.
YAMAHA Radian 600. 1986 model, just
tuned. Only 6,100 miles. An excellent buy
at $1,400. Call Phi: a~ter 8:00 p.m. at 8682394 or during day at 862-3987.
Toyota 85 Torcel 4WD Wagon, AC,
Cassette, Automatic, 44K, asking $4850.
Mac 512 with external drive. 8.0. Call SK
at 749-6230 or 862-2675.

1981 Buick Regal- Good Transportation
$750. 868-5201 -Morey
197 4 Volvo Station Wagon, one owner.garaged, stereo/equalizer, extra snow tires,
new battery. Good for summer jobs. $700.
603-431-0097
Beautifully finished bar and suspended
loft for sale. Senior! Must sell! Call Don
868-3254 36 Young Drive
1980 OLDS OMEGA, 90,000 miles, AM/FM,
AC, First $200 Drives it away11 Call Dan
433-1220
1984 FORD LTD 6 cycle wagon, auto., a/ c,
cruise control, AM/FM, power steer &
brakes. Very good condition. $1,000 firm.
436-6196.
1987 YAMAHA FZ 600, 5500 miles, excellent condition, helmet and cover incl.
$2200. Must Sell. Contact Mike Chantal.
868-9830.
1981 Silver Datsun/Nissan 280 ZX, 69,000
miles, T-tops, A/C-LOADED. EXCELLENT
CONDITION, $5400. Call Missy 862-3806
(T-R) or 617-862-5103
FOR SALE: 1982 Chevette, 73,000 miles.
New Battery, Brakes, Exhaust, Tires, Tuneup. Inspected, Dependable. $900 . 7423891.
1984 Red Ford Escort, GF, air conditioning,
sunroof, 5 speed, manual transmission,
front wheel drive, fog lights, new Michelin
tires, cruise control and lots more. EXCELLENT condition. Blue book value: $3500;
asking $2,700 or B/O. Call Toby at 8683700.
FOR SALE: 1985 PONTIAC TRANS AM
**NEVER DRIVEN IN WINTER .. Bright Red,
Hops, 5 spd, 49,000 miles, beautiful car.
.. MINT CONDITION** Asking $7,495 or
best offer. Ask for Dave at 742-5507 nights
or 1-800-245-9997 days.
Glenwood Stove for Sale. Wood, coal, and
gas combination . Cream colored enamelLooks nice, in great condition, $750 . Call
ABIGAIL at 659-2386

If you are transferring to a different school
next fall and want to make some quick cash
selling I-shirts call ELI at Kappa Sig. 8689637
Looking for summer employment? We are
a personnel service that offers a variety
of temporary office positions in the Northern
MA, Southern NH, and Southern ME areas.
We offer top wages and referral bonuses.
Call Key Personnel - 964-94~5 or 743-3373
Help Wanted: Helper for handicapped
perosn . $6.25/hr. Needed for sumemr
weekends. No experience necessary. Easy
work, great bossl Call Dan at 692-4764
evenings.
Maine resident girls camp 6/24-8/18.
Lovely setting on lake. Active program... tennis, sailing, canoeing, weaving, drama,
arts and crafts. Write: Mrs. John F. Fritts,
New Vernon, NJ 07976 or Call: 201-5385409
Work Study Job - Exeter Public Library.
$6 per hour. Shelving, shelf reading, other
tasks. Tel# 772-3101
Work-study student wanted for summer
receptionisf position at Complex Systems/SERB. Some experience·preferred.
· Contact Libby at 1792
Research assistant needed to organize
and analyze large data sets on U.S. and
global energy use, climate and associated
pollution emissions. Involves library research at UNH and in Boston area, and
use of a MAC/PC, 20/hrs/wk now, possible full time this summer. Call Professor
Harriss at 3875
Summer jobs: The National Toxics Campaigns is seeking articulate individual
dedicated to a clean environment for our
membership program . Salem, NH . Full and
part-time performing door-to-door mem bership work. $225 -350/wk . Call Paul
Coombs (603) 894-6447 E.O.E:

FOR SALE: Magna Vox Video Writer Word
Processor. Disk Drive & Printer Built In .
Convenient Size and Portability. Asking
$250. Call Parke at 868-6016

Professional female seeking 2 strong
individuals to help her relocate on May
27. Will pay $80. Call 749-0929 and leave
message.

YAMAHA Radian 600. A 1986 model with
only 6,100 miles. Excellent condition, newly
tuned , a good buy at $1,400. Call Phil after
8 p.m. at 86,S-2394, 862-3987 during day.

Work Study Position . Portsmouth Public
Library/ Library Assistant. General library
work. May include typing, filing,c omputer
data entry, bar coding books, shelving
books , inventory, other library work as
needed. Accuracy and attention to detail
very important. Ability to type preferred.
Must use judgment referring problems to
supervisor . $6.00/per hour, 20-40
hr./week. Contact: Susan Mccann 4312000 x252

1981 PLYMOUTH CHAMP, EXCELLENT
CONDITION , 40 MPG, CHEAP TRANSPORTATION, ONLY ASKING $900. Call
Paul 659-7781
YAMAHA RADIAN 600: a 1986 model with
only 6, 100 miles. Excellent condition, newly
tuned, a good buy at $1,400. Call Phil after
8:00 p.m . at 868-2394, 862-3987 during
day
1982 Toyota Corolla-Tercel. Automatic .
4-dr. Good condition, only 52,000 miles,
original owner. $2100. 603-659-2049, leave
message.
1981 Dark Blue Camaro, Exe . condition,
3 spd, V-6, $3500 or 8 .0 . Call 868-6544
after 5:00 p.m.
MOVING INTO YOUR OWN PLACE THIS
SUMMER? Great furniture bargains from
UNH student family . All items less than
one year old. Beautiful contemporary
couch/sleep sofa $360. Nice wood platI form bed frame, suitable for Queen-size
mattress or water bed- $110 . Queen size
mattress- $100. Sing le bed mattress and
box spring with legs- $90. TV /VCR stand$40 . Nice new desk - $90 . New dresser$90 . Also chairs, lamps, more . Call 868 6166.
FREE to good home: neutered, 3-year old
male lop-eared rabbit. Affectionate and
litter-trained. Owner is moving. Call Jean659-6590 (eves) or 862-2187 (days).

Summer work study position available at
the International Students Office. Various
clerical responsibilities include data entry,
word processing, answering phone, etc.
Computer experience a must. Schedule/number of hours flexible. $5.00hr plus
depending on experience. Call Kyle or
Stuart at 862-2050.
Spend your summer in Maine' Camp
cousnelors needed for boys/girls/coed
camps Waterfront, Athletics , Arts , Tennis,
and Genral Counselor positions available
Excellent Opportuntiy Excellent Pay Contact Jerry Shoemake (301) 484 -2233
In Durham this summer? Animal caretaker
positions op en, UNH Wildlife Research
Facility. Work Study Only. Call Paul 8621051 or 642 -5252.
UNH Dairy Barn needs help . Housing
available 5/ 15-8 / 30 / 89 , $5/hr. Flexible
hours and days, full or part time . Call Paul
at 862 -1027
Norweigian Tutor Wanted - Beginner
traveller words before July. Barbara and
Ralph 778-9020 - - - - ~ - - -

Instructors needed to teach MUS MiniCourses in Art/Drawing, Spanish & French.
GAEAT PAYI! Applications available in 126
MUB or call 862-1001 .
Looking for a summer job with fun and sun?
Camp Kettleford in Bedford, NH has
openings for counselors, waterfront staff
and consultants. We are a girl scout day
camp running from June 26 to August 18.
Call Sandy 623-7822 or Jan 641 -3983 for
more info.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE - Custodian and
Sexton; Community Church of Durham.
Application forms and job descriptions
available at Church Office, Main Street,
Durham.
Activist-En,l(ironmentalist - Political Junkie?
The League of Conservation Voters is
looking for bright, energetic people to train
as political organizers for the 1990 Congressional campaigns. Earn while you learn
campaign and fundraising skills. Summer
and permanent positions available. Train- ·
ing, benefits, advancement $160-400. MonFri 1-10 pm LCV 20 Ladd St., Portsmouth,
NH 430-8312 or 795 Elm St., Manchester,
NH 627-8935
Summer work study for the environment.
The League of Conservation Voters is
seeking data entry persons, minimal typing
skills required. Will train. $5/hr and opportunities for training in environmental
politics. LCV 20 Ladd St., Portsmouth, NH
430-8312
Nanny needed for year or summer - Four
children, top salary, private room and bath,
no weekends, congenial Boston Area,
Driver's license required. Must be good
with children. For more info. contact Rose
Snyder, 617-331-5721
Office Workers Needed: Four UNH Summer
College Work Study positions available
at the Social Security office in Portsmouth,
NH. Pays $6.00 per hour. Applicants must
be approved for College Work Study by
UNH. Call 433-0716 and ask for Mr. White.
Benjamin's Resta4rant is hiring an experienced line cook. Must be available to work
this summer.
AWESOME SUMMER JOB! Disabled individual in search of personal care assist. ant. Salary $6.25 an hour /28 hours per
week. Job title consists of personal grooming, house cleaning, food shopping. Accessable to summer students living on
campus or in the Durham area. For more
info. Call 868-1986 and leave a message
on my "Happy" answering machine.
Looking for summer employment? We are
a personnel service that offers a variety
of temporary office positions in the Northern
MA, Southern NH, and Southern ME areas.
We offer top wages and referral bonuses.
Call Key Personnel 0 964 - 9495 or 7433373
In Durham this Summer? Animal Caretaker
positions open, UNH Wildlike Research
Facility. Work Study only. Call Paul 8621051 or 642-5252.
HELP WANTED - UNH Bookstore Hewitt
Hall. Looking for summer help, employee
discounts - flexible hours. Stop in the
bookstore, ask for Theresa or Barbara
lndependant study student in psychology,
sociology or womens sudies to assist in
research projects in survivors of childhood
sexual abuse. Library work, data anaylsis,
computer skills a plus . Contact Carol
Barringer 868-3135 (keep trying)
In Durham for the summer? Animal caretaker positions open . UNH Wildlife Research Facility. Work study only. Call Paul
862-1015 or 542-5252
Looking for Summer employment? We are
a personnel service that offers a variety
of temporary office positions in the Northern
MA, Southern NH , and Southern ME areas.
We offer top wages and referral bonuses.
Call Key Personnel - 964-9495 or 7 43-3373
Spend your summer in Maine' Camp
councelors needed for boys/girls/coed
camps. Waterfront, Athletics, Arts, Tennis,
and General Counselor positions available
Excellent Opportunity. Excellent Pay .
Contact Jerry Shoemaker (301) 484-2233
UNH DAIRY BARN NEEDS HELP, Housing
available, 5/15 - 8/ 30/89, $5/hr. Fl~xible
Hours and Days, Full or part time. Call Paul
862 -1027
Norweigan Tutor Wanted - Beginner
Traveller words before Judy Barabara and
Ralph 778-9020
Banjamin's Restaurant is hiring an experienced line cook. Must be available to work
before this summer

AWESOME SUMMER JOB! Disabled individual in search of personal care assistant. Salary $6.25 an hour/ 28 hours per
week. Job title consists of personal grooming, house cleaning, food shopping. Accessabie to ~ummer student living on
campus or in the Durham area. For more
info. Call 868-1986 and leave a message
on my "HAPPY" answering machine.
HELP WANTED- Helper for handicapped
person $6.25/hr Needed for summer
weekends. No experience nec;;essary. Easy
work, great boss! Call Dan at 692-4764
If you are transfering to a different school
next fall and you want to make some quick
cash selling T-shirts call Eli at Kappa Sig
868-9637
Office workers needed: Four UNH Summer
College Work Study positions available
at the Social Security office in Portsmouth,
NH. Pays $6.00/hr. Applicants call 4330716
Nanny needed for year or summer - Four
children, top salary, private room and bath,
no weekends, congenial Boston area,
Drivers license required. Must be good
with children . For more information cantact
Rose Snyder, (617)332-5721 .
LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH
FUN AND SUN? Camp Kettleford in
Bedford, NH has openings for councelors,
waterfront staff and consultants. We are
a girlscouts day camp running from June
26 to August 18. Call Sandy 623-7822 or
Jan 641 -3983 for more information
ACTIVIST -ENVIRONMENTALIST - POLITICAL JUNKIE? The League of Conservation Voters os looking for bright, energetic
people to train as political organizers for
the 1990 Congressional campaign. Earn
while you learn campaign and fundraising
skills. Summer and permanent positions
available . Training, benefits, advancement
$160-400. Mon ..-Fri 1-1 0p.m. LCV 20 Ladd
St., Portsmouth, NH 430-8312 or 795 Elm
St. Manchester, NH 627-8935
SUMMER WORK STUDY for the environment. The League of Conservation Voters
is seeking data entry persons, minimal
typing skills required. Will train $5/hr and
opportunities for training in environmental
politics. LCV 20 Ladd St. Portsmouth, NH
430-8312
HIRING NMOW FOR FALL '89 Secure a
for now for when you return to school in
September, pick up an application at UNH
Bookstore Hewitt Hall
WORKSTUDY HELP FOR SUMMER. Flexible hours, no experience necessary.
Contact Sallie Whitlow , ext. 2339 or 3157
or drop by New Science Building rm 355
WORK STUDY STUDENT WANTED for
summer receptionist position at Complex
Systems/SERB. Some experience preferred. Con.tact Libby at 1792.
RESEARCH ASISTANT NEEDED to organize and analyze large data sets on U.S. and
global energy use, climate and associated
pollution emissions. Involves library research at UNH and in Bos.ton area, and
use of a MAC/PC, 20 hrs/wk now, possibly
full time this summer. Call Professor Harriss
at 3875.
SUMMER JOBS The National Toxics
Campaign is seeking articulate individuals
dedicated toa clean environment for our
membership program in Salem NH. Full
and part time performing door-to-door
membership work. $225-$350/week Call
Paul Coombs (603)894-6447 E.O.F
PROfESSIONAL FEMALE SEEKING 2
strong individuals to help her relocate on
May 27. Will pay $80.00. Call 749-0929
Leave message.
GENERAL LIBRARY WORK . May include
typing, filing, computer data entry, bar
coding, shelv ing books, inventory, other
library work as needed . Accuracy and
attention to detail very important. Ability
to type preffered . Must use judgement
referring problems to supervisor. $6/hr.
20 -40 hrs/week. Contact Susan Mccann
431 -2000 x252

DOVER PAD, for summer, fall option. Near
downtown and 2 COAST stops. One
bedroom, 250/mo. or b.o. Non-smoker
please. Marc/Dan 749-6658.
LAKEFRONT LIVING: 4 or 5 students- in
Dover- $1200/mo. Won't last long!! 7494558
Summer Sublet for 4 above Store 24, rent
negotiable call 862-4581 or 868-3309 ask
for Shawn, Paul, or Andy.
DURHAM- Furnished single bedrooms with
shared bathroom for female students only.
Available for 1989-90 academic year.
Private entrance. Ten minute walk from
T-Hall. $1100 per semester including
utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 p.m.
2 Females needed for Main St. Sublet June
1 to August 25. Partially furnished, parking,
yard. $200/month includes everything .
Call 868-3299, leave message.
SUMMER SUBLET IN DURHAM: 3 female
openings for great furnished apartment
on Main St. $200/mo. everything included.
868-6013.
Sunny furnished 3 bedroom apartment
available for full summer session. Suitable
for faculty/ staff. $21 00 inclusive. 2½ miles
from campus. 659-5932.
3 BDRM furnished apartment Available
for 6 1,Jeek summer session. Suitable for
faculty/staff. $1100 inclusive. 2½ miles
from campus. 659-5932.
FREE APT .- Grad student family seeks
responsible person to share large 2-family
Rochester home and meals in return for
light housekeeping and parttime childcare.
Use of beach condo included. Near bus
route. 1-335-2693.
DURHAM: 2-bedroom apt., unfurnished,
newly carpeted in quiet, wooded, location
overlooking Oyster River, less than 1 mile
from UNH. Fireplace, appliances, 1 year
lease minimum. Available immediately.
$690/mo. for two persons, $750/mo. for
three. 862-2689 during week, 508-867657 4 or 508-757-0206 weekends.
For Rent: 1 bdrm charming apt, woods view,
farm, small deck, 5-22-89 lease no smoke.
659-7184
Summer Rental (June 1 to end Aug .)
(possible fall option) - Completely furnished
1 1 /2 bedroom apartment in private home
on Madbury Rd. 1 mile from T-Hall. 1 car
parking only. Cable hook up. No pets. No
smokers. $550 month pl_us utilities. Lease,
security deposit, and references required.
Call 868-5037 .
Dover Subletter Wanted. Only $1 30 / month,
includes utilties. 1-3 rooms available. Call:
Michelle - 868-2146 nights
2 Bedbroom apt. Complete with kitchen.
Close to campus. Private entrance. Available for summer and next year. Call 8687027 and ask for Jackie or Mark.
Summer Sublet: Newmarket. 10 min from
campus, 2 bedroom, 3 person, luxuries,
$150 / month. Call evening at 659-6091
Summer Housing .. .Durham ... Alpha Gamma
Rho. $35/week for double. Call Timmy T.
or Jim Papas at 868-9859 for more info.
Looking for two people to share a beautiful
double room in a huge farm house only
5 mins from campus. Fields, woods,
swimming hole, gourmet meals, intellectual
masturbation, and lots of samba music. ,
Call Randy at 659-2098 or Andrew at 6592451
Visiting Professor from France seeks shortterm rental July 4 - August 15 for family
(Children 11 and 13 years old). Call Dean's
Office - WSBE 862 - 1983
Summer Sublet: looking for quiet, responsible, non-smoker to share 2 bedroom apt.
in Dover. On Kari van rte 10 minutes to
Durham. Fall option . $250/mo (heat and
hot water included) or b.o. Dan or Marc
749-6658.
Looking for summer subletters! House in
Newmarket with 5 spaces available. Oft
street parking. On Kari Van route . Furnished. Spacious. $175 per month. Call
ABI at 659-2386.

HOlJStNt;

Summer sublet: Lee, 2 people needed to
fill studio. Private bath and entrance. Shared
kitchen/ livingroom . Price negotiable 659 5388. Ask for Ron or Tad .

Summer sublet- 45 Madbury Rd. Spacious
4-bedroom apartment with sundeck. Partly
furnished . Price negotiable. 868-6040.

Apartment in Newmarket available for
summer and fall . $185 per month; 2 BR
available. Call Mike or Kevin at 659-3126
or leave a message.

DOVER Summer Rental 2-bedroom Kit ,
Liv, Bath . June -August. Price negotiable,
K-van. Owen and John 862 -4386 or Scott
862 -4288.

Room for rent. $120 or 8.0. Dover- 6 miles
K-van, call anytime. 743-
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I'm graduating and you're not. Nanny nanny
boo boo

DURHAM : 2 single room s available - Mill
Rd . behind Christens on . Kitchen and
laundry privilleges . Females preferred
$300 .00 utilities paid. ALSO: 1 bedroom
basement apt. next to Scorpios $275.00
per month. Call on either. 868-5201- Morey

To th e annoy ed few : We love Andy' You
ar e all obviously lacking in personality'
If you don 't want to listen to his comic
genius, We suggest you stick your heads
in Mel - Fry! Sincerely, Thursday ' s Hotel
403L

Summer sublet/fall option. M/F $205/mo.
:.._D~ver qu~t location 749-6376
~

Hey Losers - Those late night games were
the best with crawthumpers , pidan, kirkbuzzer and the rest. And even though
school's almost done, you both know we 're
number one!

LOST$
FOUND

KATY WARDE this is your last personal
ever!!! I've decided to start a huge burp
collection so you'll never forget me. Whats
new with you anyway? KLH

Ring found near Horton last Thursday. If
you lost one, call & describe it. Julie 4425

HUNTER 2nd FLOOR Women!!' I love y'alll!!
Thanks for be ing so great this year. You
all really made my year and my job as R.A.
a special experience and a lot of tun! Good
luck with all of your finals and I hope you
all have an AWESOME summer! (sorry,
Scrod! Had to get that one in') And get
psyched for next year Sahara, Katie, Maria,
Chris, Priscilla, Sheila, Jen, Kristen, Heather, Beth, and Jen!!!!

Found - one of the best singing groups
around. The New Hampshire Gentlemen .
To pick up, go to the Field House Saturday
May 6 at 8 p.m. - Finder's Fee $4
Found: Pair of Vuarnet 2000's in gray case.
Call Ken at 868-3257

SERVfCES

lno's cool cause he's got some jive and
pipkin sure isn't lethargic. Greg got quite
a few pilo erections and don't worry Charlie,
you 're not pelargic.

TAE KWON-DO. the art of self-defense.
For more information call Hwang 's Tae
Kwon-Do at 7 43-6500 ·

Wendy Hammond jumps out of planes but
her boyfriend doesn't ever make her any
presents. Seems to me I remember a
certain gorilla and lots of peanuts, apples
and banannas . Oh well perhaps I was
dreaming. Happy happy graduation.

TYPING/WOAD PROCESSING, professional quality, reasonable rates . Spelling
accuracy included. Call 742-2037, Dover.
Typing/$1.25 per page . Experienced
secretary will type your papers . Pickup/delivery in Durham available. Rush jobs
accepted!! Call Jo-Anne 332-6162.

Crab! Looking forward for the summer!
Love, Grab!

LOVE CAREFULLY THIS SUMMER. Contraceptive services, confidential , highquality and sensitive care by trained
medical staff. Sliding fees for exams and
supplies. One visit, no class required . Call
for appointment. The Clinic, Dover 7 492346 or Rochester 332-4229.

HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY
HAPPY

PERSONALS .
Attention Dover Inn, congratulations on
that awesome floor hockey win! Yea Blue!

NA ... ??

LGet psyched to graduate LOWER QUADERS!I! Dean, Rod, Shawn, Amy, and Pat
(but we'll see Pat next year again!)

To the rugby drivers who suffered such
a tremendous blow this past Saturday, way
to suck it up and make the best of the worst.
Watch out for those highway birds, speed
limit and curve signs, bridges, cheap
motels, and the mounting of the elk. Get
psyched for Middlebury!

Heidi just who is this guy anyway? Mark
who?
Instructors needed to teach MUB mini
courses in French/Spanish, Art/Drawing
for the Fall semester. GREAT PAY--good
experience toot Applications available in
room 126, MUB- deadline May 15th.

Dear Mr. Eagle Scout - knock, knock ...
To the Cats, long live the Manbeaters and
the revival of Queen! Once again, you are
on the cutting edge of rock .

I'm graduating and you're not. Nanny nanny
boo boo
Pistons! I thoroughly enjoyed Tuesday's
article cutting down the mighty Pistons.
It was said "this series is far from over."
Kind of ironic that the headline of the Globe
the very next day was "Sweep is Completed
at Garden" and "Pistons RUB OUT Celtics."
Next time, think twice· before messin' with
the best team in basketball! Bye Celts! Sweep, sweep, sweep!

Dear LAPHOS, how can I ever repay your
many tiny thanks? Popcorn?
Elvis needs boats!
Have you hugged your hooker today?
Bob, are you having fun yet? Dead duck
Now how did it go ... "awe-inspiring display
of brain and wits?"
Hey 2B Xsen! Good luck on all your finals-study hard! Good luck Christy, Tee, and
Trish in cheering next year! And good luck
to you Shannon, Peg and Tee (again) for
running Xsen next year! And Pauline--have
a blast in Spain! I'll miss you all!

TONY POTTER RULES.
WENDY--GOO D LUCK IN THE REAL
WORLD--WE'L L MISS YOU! LOVE, 28.

Karen-I may have moved out, but I'm still
around! Remember I'm still around!! Here's
to those long nights at the paper! - Your
old next door neighbor.

To those Ski Bums in the beautiful Ski Club
office: Andy, Barry, Duke, Toby ... are you
really graduating?? Don 't forget those of
us who are still in the little hole in the
basement of the MUB ... Good luck guys!!!
Just a little note from someone who 's at
the paper now.
GREG, THANK YOU FOR BEING SO
UNDERSTANDI NG AND HELPING ME
WITH EVERYTHING . YOU HAVE MADE
ME~VERY HAPPY. AND I HOPE IT LASTS.
LOVE, KATHY P.S. I WILL NEVER FORGET

~

Hey Fabian! What a pleasant surprise
seeing you on Young Drive last Sat. I hope
to see you again before the semester ends!
-Carolyn
To the Squam Lake Crew God, Tree hugger
Stepher, and Dougie. Thanks for an
enjoyable weekend . Great company, great
food , and great atmosphere ... could it be
any better??? May we ride in the " Loon
Thrasher" again!!' -Kris
To the M,W,F group- I'm going to miss you
guys. Take care. Beth, best of h.Jck. Hallsy,
best of wind for you . Mike, I'll be seeing
you . Love ya! -K
Dear Jen Weir , You 've made me so
complete! I can't imagine life without you .
This summer will be hard but we will make
it. You are the only one for me. I love you ·
forever -Kim
Becky-May- Thanks for being such a great
house mate. I will miss you (hiss ooh) next
year. But... r.e.m.ember Athens, GA. Spring
Break '90 ... Europe Prepare ... What noisy
cats are we! Love, Larisa
Hey ORANGE face woman, get a real tan!
The sun comes from the sky, not in the
bottle'
Hey cow-eyes, This one is for you from
your local mousse and mascara company.
Thanks for the business, Tracy!!!
Hey Leech, I applaud you for your "suc cessful " freshman year debut at UNH!! You
have broken all the records and been
crowned the "Scoop Queen ." Congratulations
Suzy, please accept our deepest apologies
about our recent drawings and language
on your door. You take it so well with your
good -nature'! We lovee you .. . Jules, Dee,
Kimmie.
HOPE YOU HAVE A ROCKIN BIRTHDAY,
DEE -DEE. WE LOVE YOU!

TO THE MANGY SCAB ON THE 108 BUS:
STOP F---ING STARING AT ALL THE
WOMEN OR ELSE WE'LL LOP OFF YOUR
MANLIHOOD IN THE MOST EXCRUCIATING WAY! DON'T PUSH YOUR LUCK OR
YOU 'LL BE STARING DOWN THE BUSINESS END OF _A STEAKKNIFE! 11
Relocating to Washington, D.C. area in early
July. Would like to share moving costs with
others rnoving in that direction. Call Jean862-2187 (days) or 659-6590 (eves.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY-WAGA! Good luck with
Kev! Don 't forget to tell him I said " Hi" ug::....___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
---'
ov_e_W
_L_
Howie, Leslie, and Rand- remember sometimes Dead is Better- Ayup or is it some-

' !. bmtpi:.oJf..D.pQ. -~-

. - .
-

-

1r:-

-

Rudy, Where 's my Peanut Butter and
Blueberry Jam Sandwich ?... I'm still waiting ... You're running out of time
H- we had an ABSOLUTELY awesome
time . We are the BPDDEI I love you Boo

TV: I hope you 're feeling better. I want to
tak e you out for a goodbye dinner some tim e, OK ? Good luck on finals etc . Love,
B the 2nd.

To the person(s) who returned my wallet
last Thursday to MUB info. Thank you for
being such an honest and kind person. It's
nice to know that people like you still exist
in this world . Your kind gesture is very
appreciated. Thank you'

Kath_y_ ~ - -

Meg, What will I do without you next
semester? Ahhhh!! I hope our road trip
comes through!
Mike - this is the last time I can do this! I
love you and can't wait to go out this
summer' Only 9 more days 1!! Love always,
-0
WE ALL NEED SOMEBODY TA -LENE ON!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TAL, Love, KIM and
LA
Tim , Thanks for helping me get through
this year For a big brother you 're not that
bad . Look ahead to your next year as a
Senior. Good Luck. Love, Kathy
To my Liz- You have been not only a big
sister and friend to me but also a role model
and an inspiration to all. You have brought
. me much happiness and made me feel very
special. I will miss you a great deal next
year. It saddens me that you yourself are
leaving UNH but you will leave me memories that will last in my mind forever. I love
you very much- Your little one, Amy
Bill - I'll miss you over the summer, but l'JI
keep my promise if you keep yours.

Wilma, It's been the greatest 2½ years .
I'll love you no matter what. Stand by me.
A1
HEY FEEDING BAGS WOMAN, WE LOVE
YOU!' HAVE A GREAT BIRTHDAY!

Senior Picnic- Fun! Food' Friends! Live
Music! Granite State Room May 19,1989,

Tijuana party animal, we had to take this
last chance to ask about the outside of
the bathroom! Well...
TIMOTHY CARNEY - I can't believe it's
been 3 years. Happy graduation and even
though I'll miss you so much next year,
I'm very proud of my gorgeous goetek!!!
All my love, -Jill
GRADUATING SENIORS- Have a special
Midwesterner who you want at graduation?
I have a ROUND-TRIP TICKET FROM
CHICAGO for grad weekend. Call Jill after
5 p.m., 868-5950.

Mr. and Mrs. Duffy, You are the BEST house
Mom and Dad on this campus. See you
in August , The sisters (your daughters)
of Kappa Delta.
To the National Officer who helped make
Kappa Delta at UNH a success ... thanks
so much Sandi, We'll miss you. The sisters
of Kappa Delta.
ADOPTION: educated farm couple offers
love, stability, wonderful life, room to grow.
Expenses paid. Call collect Susan and Alan
802-592-3384.
Kimburrrly & La- have a coo-elle summah
and I'll see you in Montreal' Love your 3rd
roornie
To Tanner's Danger- dude, you are by far
the most triumphant big brother I could
a:;;.. tor 1 Have a great summer and when
you miss me think "THE"I Love, your b_itchin
bocacious little sister
WAGA! Remember how simple life was
when we hung out with the VCR? Should
we get it back? Nahh! Just go with your
feelings, stay out of phone booths or you'll
be "poke" on Main St. Love, Wugs
To the guy in the HOT RED PANTS ... or
is it the HOT GUY in the RED PANTS? We
mean you, Ron . Will you ever find out who

T.S.W.- I need som e slee p' Tho se 12:3 0
A.M. wake up ca ll always keep me awake.
Ju st choose #18 3 at Th e Cat. Wh ere are
my coo kies; Si s? Like oh sure he went to
Harvard! See ya next high tide. Rem ember,
o·nly 11 days until graduation and after last
wee kend I'm winn ing at least 7 to 2.
HESITANT is anoth er word . Heads I call
ta ils you call. Look for me tonight , Love ...
TYLER

What's the difference being different? Do
you need support or want to ta lk to someone
about being different at UNH ... feel free to
call any of these members of the Diversity
Committee: Denise Connors, Nursing dept.
862 - 3405; Stuart Churchill-Hoyer, Dean
of Students Office, 862 -205°0; Les Fisher,
English Dept. 862-1313; Marianne For tescue, Student Activities 862-1524; Susan
Franzosa, Dept. of Education 862-2376;
Emily Moore, Dean of Students Office 8622050

Jen , Thank you for making this semester
so much tuna nd keeping me in line. You
have been a great help. Thanks for
everything . Get psych~d for this summer
and camping. Love, Kathy.

INDRA, you Latvian Love Devil. I saw your
Birthday Posters in Ham Smith. I know a
21 year old Latvian named Indra too. Please
call her at home 742-5160 or me (Linda)
at work (days) 749-9424.

JOE LESLIE and DEAN SHELLEY!!! Thanks
for being the BEST HALL DIRECTOR AND
ASSISTANT HALL DIRECTOR IN THE
WHOLE ENTIRE WORLD!!! HAVE A GREAT
SUMMER! WE LOVE YOUI!!

CW-Here's to the new place!!' Hurry up
and turn 21 will ya??? Love, your new
roomie.

-K

How do you spell nanny nanny boo boo?
I really want to know! Is that so wrong?

Ring found near Horton. Call and describe
it if it's yours. Julie 4225

Stu- It's been a nice semester. Thanks.

To Kringles : Pal 2!1!! Can't wait until Pina
Coladas on the 14th! Thanks for being the
BESTEST friend' Your friendship means
the world to me! I love youI11

CANON A-1 with case, 70-210 zoom, motor
drive, flash, best offer. 439 -3456 9 a.m.
or after 8 p.m.

FELLOW GENTS, AWESOME CONCERT
SATURDAY NIGHT!! YOU GUYS ARE
GREAT. HAVE A GREAT SUMMER . I
CAN'T WAIT UNTIL NEXT YEAR. "GOOD
SINGING. GOOD TIMES." DANA

Marc G., Congratulations on a good cycling
season. Good luck at Nationc1is. Have fun
in California. I wish I could have seen more
of you this semester. -Your Loyal Fan.

R.S.B. HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY! Good
lu c k on final s ... rememb e r to get your
Quality Sleep- Love Bacon

Pet Sematary was dumb and Major League
made us !aught But just remember guys
in the End girls always want HALF'!

LOST: Light blue jean jacket Wednesday
night at Beta. Please return. I need my keys
and I.D. Gibbs 4250.

Paulina in Stoke 212 - -Van Halen sucks!
Study hard on your finals . I'll be thinking
of you when I'm home sweet home'

RC

CHARLIE AND GREG, DO YOU WANNeil O Fitch - like Marcy says, have a Happy
Day. Just don 't tell me what kind of day
to have.

Thanks Joanne Marino.

;c

HAPPY DAY! Thanks to all of those who
have made my years at UNH the BEST ever.
I will treasure the laughs and memories
forever . Loads of luck to all and let the
HAPPY DAYS live on! Love, Marcy

G Main -well. .. we made it through the
parti es, the balcony fall, ad Sammy. What
a year' You guys are the BEST! Good luck
ne xt semester Kimmy and Kristen! Moy ,
Au voir to my little French girl' I'll miss our
jokes and late night laughs . But what I'll
miss most of all is your company' Love,
Debbie

12-4

Greg, The semester is finally over so now
you can reiax , Get psyched for the canoe
trip this summer. It's going to be a blast .
Love, Kathy
To all my friends who helped me make it
through my "Year From Hell ," thanks -I love you all! --Bess.
Celeste (my favorite blonde roommate) :
Have fun in California, I'll mi'ss you! --B.
Paige,' Happy 21 ! Rag in a bag with a pag
and a lag' That's no biggy! Look out
Amsterda, the Griswolds are coming. We'll
miss you' Love, Karen, Kari, and Don the
Man
Debbie, Arthur, Mark and everyone else
at TNH: have a great summer - - I'll think
of you every Monday and Thursday night
while I'm doing absolutely nothing for a
change! -- G.Girl
Jon - This is it, the final personal. So that
means soon it will be time to say goodbye. Ugh . Thank you, for being who you
are, and what you are to me. Still, you got
an 18 you Butt-Head, so you aren't that
great. Love, ME
ERNIE, UNH wouldn't have been the same
without you . Here's to the good times we
share. I love you, Princess
Recommended reading for one and all:
"Destructive Generation " (2nd Thoughts
About the '60s) by Peter Collier and David
Horowitz. Expose of Jane Fonda Syndrome.
Thought provoking
SHAWN - HERE'S TO BO THE SNOWMAN,
HALF HOUR BREAKS, PUNCH BUGGIES
(AM I AHEAD YET?) AND SLOW DANCING
IN QUINCY MARKET. I LOVE YOU! (EVEN
MORE THAN ICE CREAM!) FLORIDA ...
HERE WE COME!! Love, Kiko

MARIA - IT'S BEEN A GREAT YEAR SUMMER STILL LIES AHEAD .
HHHUUUNNNHHI LOVE, E Laura & Jenn, Even though we didn't see
each other much this semester, it is always
good to know you're not far away it I need
you . Let's have a great summer togehter.
To my Girly, Girly, - - I'm writing my first
and last personal to you . Thanks for 6
months of- fun . love. and smiles! Shy, shy,
ruff, ruff! -:Love always, Sean
TO THE BOYS OF THE BLUE, Thanks for
3 of the greatest years of my life . -- The
Living Ro9m Man
Ah , the dedicated, hard-working LAPHOS
crew . Trnly men among people. Without
a doubt, the funniest males to ever work
on a humor supplement in TNH in the spring
of a year ending in 9. Jay, Ric and Arthur
-- may the drama that will be your lives
unfold with nary a crease. Not to get sappy
or anything, but you guys -sob! - are the
greatest ~sob!- Damn , I can't -wheeze'go -whucch'- on. And Marc - I hope you're
ready to squeeze out stories next year like
a big tracior.
Bryan and Sue - I see a small house,. ten
years from now, with newspaper for carpet.
I see two small urchins stumbling around.
One says, "Me gotta go bathroom. Me not
feel good." The other one mumbles, "Isla
la pooka samba machika." Have a fine
career.
Found - One sweatshirt on Friday. Call 1490
and describe what is and where you lost
it and its yours.
TO FALL REEV 'S EXPECTING MOTHER
OF FISH - - Thank you for being a fine
friend , and a wonderful person to talk to.
I enjoyed our time together more than a
cat enjoys randomly sprint ing around the
house at six hundred miles per hour. I hope
your summer is astonishingly event-filled.
And, as the blind guy sa id to the priest,
"Don't be a stranger. "
Plops - Fundamentally, I'd have to say that
your sage wisdom has polluted the minds
of way too many ORHS freshmen. But hey,
whatever floats your boat. Keep trying, you'll
get it right someday. I'm willing to lay odds
that Jesse Barfield will lead the AL in
strikeouts this year. - Your hero
Stites - Get a real haircut, pal.
Annimal - Do your best to keep the spirit
of Apt. 16 alive. But try it without the fleas
this time, OK? I'll be back at Homecoming
to compare tans. Guess who'll win .
Gail - All right, you little red-headed
troublemaker, I'm leaving for good this time.
I hope you miss me. Here 's an imaginary
punch in the arm for old times' sake.
LAPHOS returning staffers - You guys are
going to have to quadruple your output.
But hey , it's better to burn out than rust
out.
Gordo - It's been fun, buddy. Let's do lunch
sometime. - JZK
Grammar Girl - Keep kicking sartorial butt!
Say hi to Croker for me - Your conservationminded pal
Happy Happy Birthday Wendy!!! Good luck
in your drink off. A case in an hour and a
half- -no problem!' I'm going to miss you .
Remember, stay stable. We're the only ones
left. Have fun! Beware of suave Frenchmen
and bring me back something good . I love
you! Love, Gail
Have fun in England, Diane! I'm going to
miss you! Love, Gail

To Sue, Bryan, Jay , Arthur, Ric, Angie ,
Karen--Congratulations' I'm going to miss
you all. Sue. thanks for your help and your
parties. Bryan, we never got to have that
spontaneous one hour talk about my future .
Jay. thanks for all the wonderful words of
encouragement about my height problem.
NON - SMOKER SHARE HOUSE 15 MINArthur and Ri c, where would LAPHOS be
UTES TO CAMPUS , TWO PRIVATE
without you. Angie , hey , the fun we had
ROOMS , PRIVATE BATH . SHARE KIT playing Mexican--let's do it again. Karen ,
CHEN AND LAUNDRY. $400 1 month,
the softball queen--believe me, I don't think
includes utilities. No PETS. 664-9621
it was your fault. Good Luck you guysII Love,
Lorri and Beth (my roomie and roomie to
Gail
.
ya
miss
I'll
summ~r.
great
be): Have a
Bye Joanne. Oh, yeah , I'll see you next
Come see me in the big city anytime, as
long as you promise to let me in when I, • semester . Have fun this summer maybe
come back to this fun -filled town . Love, , I'll come and visit you . Thanks for ever-
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:~~;;~:--sim"s=-Ha~~~;i~~~;-;
Greg and Bill---Where are you
~~-;;;~~~-;;;;;
guys? Are
SPITS - Happy
B-day, Lob I Have a g·ood
=~•1►
:-~-==?!IC;;;;;;;!+~►--==-~➔l1r~--==~
Bob-Sorry I won't be ~~~~~~~;:~.:1•F
able to tell you what
➔~
► ==::t1◄fl►C:==··1"'
you still alive? Oh well. if you are. give me
a call -before you graduate. T. _ . _______

FINALLY getting a personal from me, that
person you never see anymore. 1 do live
in Durham still. so visit me before you leave
this summer
~ __ __
Colleen M. What happened? You are
graduating and moving away forever, and
how many times did I see you this entire
year? Oh well, I guess all I can do Is say
GOOD LUCK and please please please
please visit me before you drive off in your
new earl
§ye.~uy_
s! _ _ __
Diane-Good luck next semester in England.
I'll miss you but hey --we'II be roommates
again in 8 months. See you then. Love ya,
Jay Kumar: Good luck. you Croker-loving.
~ee s~ving fi~~miss ~ - - B.
Beer Wench Ill - Meet any hot lookin men
on the highway lat e Jy?II You're such an
animall Love. your future roommate (Beer

~real prom~s!·_~r:i7ember don't be ~CJ_O

~!~e.

r-----------,
WANTED:
INDEPENDENT STUDY
STUDENT in Psychology, Sociology or Women's Studies to assist in
research project on survivors of childhood sexual abuse. Library work,
data analysis. Computer
skills a plus.
Contact: Carol Barringer, 868-3153 (keep
trying).

L------------J
PURDY

,

SELF-STORAGE

aNTER

DUNDEE- The beach, your bug, hang1n
in the hammock, peanut butter volleyball
cookies. lasagna di,mer and the awesome
picture. Mt. Madison, wowI . pizza and wine,
snowed in, stupid body tricks. messages
on the ice, skating, hitchhiking to Dolly
Copp, glass mugs falling on my face,
Tuckerman's. full body massages, tours
of Channel 11 , hot tub with WHEB, Attitash .
Swain. getting sick at my house, Yoko
sleeps on your face, chocoate chip cookie
socials, Bill and Ted's excelle·nt adventure,
sardines on the rocks, the beach with Gail,
trip journals, birchl, horses doing pogo,
willyou wipe my tongu e?. 143 , 1234.

Bryan -Astu lada nobe chic estoda la
portjiko favi? Isla ooka mino tres stado.
Q_oga Isto asto pia ~oel

~enc~I ~ _ _

Good luck Terry and Kar en. I don 't envy
the two of you . Already you are showing

Biddie Bob and the TNH crew - Good luck
next year. You're gonna need it. Don't put
up with any crap, and keep that fridge
stocked. Rest assured I'll be checking up
on you guys. - The Tan God. PS - Be sure
to stomp the thrice-damned Senate 1n
~oftball w~enever_you can
Jen Corie- Hi. You crazy- sometimes girlievery sunburn-and awesome seven sea t
rower-Good luck with the'·rest of your
season. and the summer. I'm sure you'll
soon be developing a green thu·mb. Hopefully you'll have better luck with their plants
!_l:lan you h~~ with__your tre~
Joanna and Cathy-I'm sure the two of you
will miss me terribly. I'll visit you, and maybe
even lose your house keys, over the
summer . Good luck with your future
~omm~!es an~ th~nks. S~ace.

"!}len~y ____ _

JIM , YOU have been a most excellent friend
to meI Thank you for your visits to our placel
You have a way of cheering up my day with
your salacious body and verbal spewing.
You're awesome. buddy! HAPPY GRADUA!IONIII who~_hoo~o!!! L~ve you ... _B_W I}

to do next year~ Our compatibility truly was
beautiful right up until the very end. Good
~k wi th ~v~!Y th i_ng.

T~~

Andrea and Rita--Get psyched. You are

Fel- Thanks for being such an awesome
roomie' Just think, we lasted all year without
driving each other craz ... well, maybe .. Oh,
JUST KIDDINGI Get psyched for summer
when we will spend many drunken nights
having a most excellent time! Bye, Love
me ~

one. and good luck next semester. Don't
~tudy too _ha~. -:__
f:'10okster ___ _ _
~(ce _sideb_
urn_sI____
_
_
___ ___

Jay Kumar - I will miss your cons tant
criticism. Rea lly. Please send me cute little
messages this summer. Don 't forget about
!!:1e wedding promise.
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PARKE
MADDEN,
We'll misS you,
( and your low-/at
)

SOUr cream ···
Love,
The Parke Madden Fan Club
P.S. Parke
Debbie 2

o,

DEE-DEE,

personals. albino kangaroos, the afterburner, sunsets, mrrr 11 • bright light. late
night talks , burritos with corn tortillas , ZA.
§_S's on unplanne-9 reco quizzes, an~

Are those real F .B.' ~?
Happy Birthday

Angi e-Ang ie-someday soon someone will
be singing a song just for you. I know it.
on a tabl e somewhere. I look forward to
your visits this summer in my beautiful
hom e with a beautiful bathroom. Sorry I
was so pushy. Mary, thanks for never lying
to me.

Love,
Applesauce, Suzy,

Rock on\\..

Kimmie,· Mo, Jen, &
T

fl

,,1 do11t want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.,,

Some long distance
companies promise y< >LI
the moon, but \\ iw rnu
really want is depencbhle.
high-quality sen-ice. Tlw \
just ·what you'll get \\ iK'n
mu choose AT&T t\)flg
Distance Servic~ ·t i·ost
that's a lot le~~-t l :· ' i :.~~
think You can i -·t ow
long distance rates, 2+hour
operator assistance: clear
connections and immediate
credit for wrong numbers.
And rhe assurance that
vinuallv all of vour calls will
go thro'ugh the first time.
That's the genius of the
AT&T Wbrldv,.ride Intelligent
Network. . ~ :·
.
When it's tirhe to
choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intelligent
choice-AT&T.,. . :
If youtl liket~l<po\\.
more about du.r'procfuct" or
services, like In'temational
Calling and the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.
t

·.!

WHY

HAUL IT
HOME?
4SUMMER
STORAGE
SPECIALS
Hauling it home is out.
St.o ring it at .Purdy Self
Storage is in!

STUDENT
SPECIALS.-~
Shared t'J-Haul truck
rentals
Shared storage
Private
4 ft. x 4 ft. bins

j

Safe and secure
in our dry, above ground
fire-protected building.
We need student
coordinators on & off
campus to help organize
their friends or help them
get organized!

PURDY

AT&T

.'

The right choice.

SELF-STORAGE
C-,n'ER .
THE PEftFECT SOLUTION
56 Sixth St., Dover, NH 03820

TEL: 742-4422
.t ,
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INSTANT CAS H

-for Your Textbooks!
Bring your textboolrs to the
UNH bookstore
and e11ter ou1~
contest for an
AM-FM
cassette player.

You can get CASH ON THE SPOT
when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes & Noble. We'll pay you to.p
prices~UP TO 50% of your purchase
price!
The best time to sell is right after
your final exams .. .just bring your
books to the campus bookstore!

.

; ..

. . . . .. . . -

..

.

..

.

~~l!l""Wni!!mi!

The University Of New Hampshire Bookstore_
· The University of New Hampshire
Hewitt Hall, Durham, N.H.
862-2140
Hours:
Mon- Thurs: 8:30-6:00
Friday: 8:30-5:00
Saturday: 10:00-4:00

'
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Baseb all splits
heavy week end
By Kevin Connelly
Playing four games in three
days can be rough on a pitching
staff. The UNH baseball team
faced this situation over the
weekend and needed to conserve
their pitchers as much as possible.
Senior Joe Teixeira did his
job on Friday, going the full nine
innings against Holy Cross for
his fourth ·;:in of the season. But
the 'Cats suffered two losses in
a three game series to Northeastern over the weekend.
Teixeira held the Crusaders
to four hits through nine innings. The only run Holy Cross
could manage came on a pair
of hits in the seventh. The final
was 5-1.
UNH scored early, with senior third basemen Mike Levin
hitting his fifth roundtripper
of the season to lead off the first.
The 'Cats added to their lead
in the fourth when Sean Hamilton singled home Jim Rigazio
and Sean Ashley. Tony Martins
followed by knocking in Hamilton with a base hit. Teixeira
rtever allowed Holy Cross to
creep back into this game,
recording his sixth complete
game of the year.
- The 'Cats headed to Northeastern on Saturday for a
double header. They were riding
a four game winning streak, but
the Huskies brought it to an
abrupt halt, as they swept
Saturday's twin-bill 2-1 and 16-

6.
UNH received a fine pitching
performance from Mike Smith,
· who threw five innings, allowing four hits and only one run.
The 'Cats scored first. In the

third, Sean Hamilton hit a solo
homer. The Huskies tied it up
in their half of the inning, the
only run scored off Smith.
Chris Schott replaced Smith
in the sixth. Schott successfully
retired the Huskies in the sixth
but gave up the winning run in
the seventh. A no-out walk
followed by the triple gave the
Huskies the victory.
Northeastern came out in the
second game and jumped all
over UNH for six runs in the
first. The Huskies came up with
two more in the second to give
them an 8-0 lead. UNH starter
Jim Stevens left the game before
retiring a batter. Rick Muthersbaugh went four and one third
before giving way to Ian Emery
in the fifth. The final was 166.
UNH took the final game of
the series with a 9-6 victory over
Northeastern. Mike Levin, Mike
Garzone, and Jim Neary each
scored in the first to spot UNH
a three run advantage. Hamilton, Mike Verano and Scott
MacDonald scored in the sixth
increasing the lead tO 6-1.
The Huskies were not done
yet. They battled back in the
sixth with four runs. Scarring
pitcher Rob Carpentier went
five and two thirds innings,
before Dan Sweet came in to
pick up the win. Hamilton
scored in the eighth, and UNH
came up with a pair of runs in
the ninth for the 9-6 victory.
Teixeira picked up the save.
The 'Cats (9-17) close out
their season this week. They will
travel to Hanover for a twin bill
against the Big Green of Dartmouth on Wednesday.

While most are studying for finals, the women's crew team is workrng towards the .l!aster11
Sprints Regatta on May 21. (Ellen Harris photo)

Princ eton edges Crew
By Ellen Harris
In the most exciting rac~ of
the season thus far, the UNH
women's varsity crew finished
within four seconds of the
victorious Princeton, ranked
number two in the country, on
Saturday.
Varsity coxswain Lori Galvin
explained that Princeton got
off to a fast start, but UNH
pulled up and barded back and
forth for most of the race.
"They took it up for the sprint
and moved away in the last 500
meters," said Galvin. "We raced
very well, but we didn't muscle
the sprint enough."
"We lost two seconds on the
start and two more on the
sprint," said Head Coach Jane
Ludwig.
The race was an important
step for the crew, whose ultimate goal is to reach the National Championships on June

3.
According to Ludwig, the
varsity has never made it to the
finals at Eastern Sprints before.
"Finishing that close to Prin.ceton puts us in the position to

shoot for a medal at the
Sprints," said Ludwig.
Ludwig explained that Cornell, ranked third in the country,
also finished four seconds behind Princeton. 'fheoret.i-calfy~
UNH is now in a positibn to
challenge the top crews in the
country, said Ludwig.
According to Galvin, the
Princeton race marked the first
time that the varsity crew had
raced together in that specific
line-up.
"We were very focused
throughout the race and got
much more water on each stroke
than we have," said Galvin.
The JV crew also raced well,
finishing six seconds behind
Princeton.
"We definitely could have
won that race," said junior
Christine Weed, who rowed in
the bow seat. "I don't think we
maintained our composure for
the second 1000 meters."
Weed said that by sprints, the
JV should be in a position to beat
Princeton.
UNH. also raced a fourperson shell against three Prin-

I

ceton fours.-·-The UNH four
came in fourth, but was pleased
nonetheless since they had
practiced only once rogether
before the race.
The first two Princeton crews
immediately jumped out to a big
lead, but UNH stuck with the
third Princeton four and finished only one half second
behind them, said junior Veronica Hinkley, crew member of
the UNH four.
"The four hasn't really rowed
together; we just hopped in and
went out to race," said Weed,
who rowed bow in the JV eight
and stroked the four.
"We rowed more aggressively
than before," said Weed.
The team's main goal now is
to qualify for National Championships. The univeristy will
only send the team to Nationals
if they finish in the top three
at the Eastern Sprints Regatta
on May 21.
UNH travels to Boston this
Saturday to race Boston University. After that, it's on to
Eastern Sprints to compete
against some of the best crews
in the country.

********.**
-ii***********
Update****************-!
Wildcat***********
·
:
:Tuesda y
*M,
! ens Lax at Dartmouth , 3:00 p.m.

; Golf at Dartmouth Invitationa l
!* Bas_~ball vs. Plymouth State, 1:00 p.m.

!Wednesday

!*
!
*t

i

tBaseball at Dartmouth •doubleheader, 1 :00p.m. !

tThursday-"·

,

! Women's Track at ECAC's at Georoe Mason
~
ships·
!* Men's Crew at Dad Vail Champion

!
*
!
:*
!
;*

! Women's Crew at Boston University

!

~

!Men's Track at New England's at Dartmouth

:*F r1.d ay
The baseball team split four games over the weekend. They
beat Holy Cross and lost two of three to Northeastern.
(Ben Frazier pbot.o _,. •.

: Saturday

•*****

*
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Sports
Laxmen handle
Catamo unts
By Frank A. Bonsal
The men's lacrosse team
ended their home season on a
high note last Friday in Cowell
Stadium beating the University
of Vermont, 15-10. The Wildcats executed nearly flawless
lacrosse with few penalties and
controlled the pace of the game,
never once relinquishing the
lead to UVM.
Coach Garber reflected on the
game stating that he "told them
to play team lacrosse; to look
for the next pass." It was this
sort of unselfish team play
which left the Catamount defense on their heels all afternoon. Furthermore, Coach
Garber said that "the team was
geared up to play; it was the
seniors' last home game."
The Wildcats showed offensive parity as 10 different players found the back of the net.
Jeff Mechura was high scorer
with five goals and an assist.
Mark Barnick was 1-4 Tim
Vetrano 2-1, and Br~ndan
O'Brien 1-1. The remaining six
goals came form Frank Fiore,
Paul Talmo, Kevin Growney,
Chris Arrix, Dave Pflug and Bill
Sullivan with one apiece. The
hustle and determination of
transition lacrosse was exemplified as the Wildcats came up
with an impressive 60 ground
balls to UVM's 45.
UNH scored the first goal of
the game at :55. UVM answered
with a goal eight minutes later
as the ball changed ends in high
paced transition play. T.~~ 'Cats

•

scored their second goal thirty
seconds later to go up 2-1. They
scored again at 14:30 to go up
3-1 at the end of the first
quarter.
The second quarter was an
enjoyable one to watch as both
teams portrayed scoring potential through textbook lacrosse
and team hustle. But it ·was
UNH who outscored the Catamounts 5-4, leaving the score
at 8-5 at the end of the half.
The Wildcats kept up the
intensity as they widened the
margin by a score of 11-6 before
UVM scored in the final seconds
of the third quarter. Score:
UNH 11 - UVM 7.
The fourth quarter left the
'Cats on top by five goals as they
outscored their opponents 43 with the final score 15-10.
The UNH defense also played
with intensity as they kept the
potentially threatening UVM
offense at bay. They were able
to clear well and did not commit
unnecessary fouls all of which
added to the win. Goalies Craig
Benes and Stowe Milhous split
halves making four and six
saves, respectively.
The Wildcats end their season
today in Hanover playing a high
caliber Dartmouth team. The
'Cats record stands at 4-7 overall, 4-3 in New England. If UNH
~an come up with a win today,
1t would leave them ranked
fourth in New England. Congratulations goes out to the
senior laxmen who are ending
up a fine season of}acrosse.

~he sailing team wil~_be lo~king for a new coach next season since Vince Morgan resigne~
'

~ ter only one year. (Lus~ Reimann photo)

Scliling coach resigns
By Liisa Reimann

He had planned to buy a copy
of the New York Times and read
on the dock. He ended up
watching his team race from
start ~o finish. Mildly reprimandrng them after the first
few races, UNH Sailing Coach
~ince Morgan saw the aggressiveness he's been striving for
all year, finally emerge.
"I just wanted to scream
'where the hell were you all
semester?' " he said .
After a frustrating year of
dealing with an administration
which sees Morgan and hi~ team
as "just an extraneous bunch
of goofballs who play in the
water all day," Morgan was
cheered by UNH's boat handling at the Dartmouth Invitational on Sunday.
"A few weeks ago I was telling
· them they need to work on their
starts and first leg. Now they
need to work on their finishes "
said Morgan enthusiastically.
Placing fourth with 83 points,
UNH beat Northeastern Diversity and Plymouth State College.
"I know we impressed the
other coaches," said Morgan,
who has recently felt more like
a team babysitter than a trainer.
Feeling that his authority and
abilities are being undermined
by the Department of Recreational Sports, Morgan is resigning as coach for the recently
established team.
"We don't have the iadependence to do anything, unlike
l other schools l who are given
a capacity to build a program,"
grumbled Morgan, who submitted a letter of resignation in
F~bruary to Lynn Heyliger,
director of recreational sports.
According to him, the team
is suffering from numerous
restrictions. Everything Morgan
Chris Arrix and ~h; rest.of the lax team improved their record attempts must first be approved
to 4-7 by disposing of Vermont, 15-10 on Friday. (Ben Frazier by Heyliger. "Rec Sports ~as
photo)

~-+

to back off," he said. "They don't
un<lerstand what it's all about.
They should keep their hands
on what they can understand"
said Morgan, convinced that the
department is stifling progress.
Heyliger disagrees. "We help
growth," she insists. The University provides support, cuts
through the red tape, and offers
a vc:1riety of secretarial services,
she claims. "We assist the club
sports, not stifle them."
But it is exactly the club
atmosphere from which Morgan has endeavored to depart.
"We need to race to win ... they
need more hard, competitive
racing bonged into them," Morgan said, convinced that UNH
should have had more triumphs
than they did.
Ir is Morgan's belief that
many of the restrictions imposed on the team are to blame,
at least partially, for their low
esteem. One such rule dictates
that the team may not travel to
regattas unless accompanied by
an adult. Invariably, UNH turns
up being rhe only school with
their coach present.
Dartmouth Head Coach Bill
Hurst feels that this rule "will
severely restrict and limit UNH
Lprogress V' Hurst, a volunteer
coach, is accustomed to having
50 sailors practicing on their
fleet of 30 boats and sends an
average of four or five reams
out to regattas on the weekends,
in their own vehicles. With the
current boat .shortage and the
impossibility of sending out
several teams simultaneously,
UNH will continue to lag behind the more established
schools.
1
But that is university policy,
said Heyliger. "The policies are
designed to provide safety for
the students and avoid liability."
Hurst does not agree. The
situation at Dartmouth allows
for the team members to show

responsible, confident behavior.
"Those kids can run their own
regattas," said Morgan, whose
own team has trouble running
a practice without his guidance.
Mendums Pond, the current
UNH training site, is a tremendous facility according to
Morgan. His team has improved
co_nsi1erably on it's shifty waters
wtthrn a short period of time.
But the boathouse doesn't have
electrical power, making boat
repair impossible. There is no
toilet. And the road leading
down to the dock is little more
than a dirt track full of potholes.
"This could be an incredible
sa~ling powerhouse up here, "
said Morgan, who would be
prepared to return as coach on
condition of very serious, candid
and frank discussions, and assurances of change (more realistic ones) with the administration.
"The department is always
prepared to sit down and talk
about the future," said Heyliger,
who nonetheless admits she can
foresee no real change.
''I've doubled their travel
budget," Heyliger said yesterday. But it's not a question of
money, according to Morgan.
It's more a sense of competence
and responsibility, which he
feels is at present definitely
lacking.
H~y~iger said she does plan
on hirrng a new coach should
Morgan definitely not return
next fall. According to Heyliger,
Morgan sent her a retraction
of his resignation. "That is not
correct," denied Morgan. "She
had her secretary type one up
and ha,nd it to me. I did not
sign."
"I have a tremendous devotion to the racing and kids. I'm
refusing to continue in the same
vein. It's not a constructive way
to build a program," Morgan
cp_ncluded_.
·

